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ArmCoil Afrika, a manufacturer and repairer of 

transformers and electric motors, has successfully 

remanufactured a mobile skid substation for one of South 

Africa’s major opencast mines. See story on page 8.
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D
espite the common negative perspective 
that mining is a ‘dirty industry’ due to its trou-
bled past, the recently ended Investing in 
African Mining Indaba virtual conference cast 

the spotlight on the transformation the industry is 
undergoing in its efforts to clean up its reputa-
tion. This year’s event – which took place on 2 – 3 
February – highlighted the industry’s move away 
from a box-ticking approach to a ‘value beyond 
compliance’ attitude towards Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG).  

Several speakers and panellists spoke on 
how, in recent times, the industry has been mak-
ing silent, but significant leaps, as a result of a 
change in management culture, stakeholder 
engagement, portfolio planning and embracing 
new technology for increased efficiency and ulti-
mately, investor demand.

Mark Bucambore, head of mining and met-
als at Standard bank Group, highlighted that 
the shift towards a greener, more sustainable 
and more community-driven business model is 
accelerating as mining groups seek to maintain 
their social licence to operate and position them-
selves for long-term growth. He also noted that 
the continued focus on climate change and on 
the wellbeing of local communities, particularly 
in light of the current COVID-19 crisis, has meant 
that many mining companies are responding by 
accelerating the reduction of carbon emissions 
and addressing social issues in communities in 
which they operate.

Nigel Beck, head of sustainable finance at 
Standard Bank also touched on how sustainable 
finance solutions – which tie the cost of funding to 
improvements in ESG performance – are playing 
an important role in helping Africa’s mining indus-
try adapt and attract capital from an investor base 
that is becoming increasingly focused on sustain-
ability. Investors have become more sophisticated 
in how they allocate capital. Boards and manage-
ment teams are therefore spending considerable 
time on improving their ESG standings.

Mxolisi Mgojo, CEO of Exxaro and president of 
the Minerals Council South Africa, highlighted that 
investing in holistic ESG strategies is more impor-
tant than ever to enable a COVID-19 recovery 
through collaborative relationships and sustain-
able practices that will increase resilience, reduce 
poverty and allow everyone to prosper. 

He noted that traditionally, ESG criteria were 
predominantly focused on environmental impact 
(“E”) and related governance issues, such as 
climate change. However, since the COVID-19 
pandemic has wreaked havoc on everyday lives 
of people across the world, more companies are 

realising the importance of the social (“S”) and 
governance aspects of ESG, thus companies are 
prioritising all aspects of the ESG mix to enable a 
post-pandemic recovery.

From an environmental perspective, it is 
encouraging to see that mining houses are taking 
serious steps to minimise their own carbon foot-
prints and better manage scarce water resources. 
The adoption of new sources of energy is already 
in full swing. The investments in cleaner technolo-
gies are not only good for the environment, but 
also often result in efficiency gains, which is good 
for business, and economies at large. 

I am impressed by how seriously companies 
are taking this subject. The move away from 
regulatory to voluntary disclosure in South Africa 
demonstrates that companies are increasingly 
regarding ESG as a critical disclosure component. 
In fact, a report by Risk Insights finds that many 
mining companies in South Africa have imple-
mented voluntary ESG reporting in recent years, 
with gold miners leading the pack. Harmony Gold, 
Gold Fields and Sibanye-Stillwater are the top 
ranked companies in terms of environmental dis-
closure. Responsible energy and water usage, in 
light of climate change and resource optimisation, 
are key disclosure issues. 

Elsewhere, Implats recently received an 
“A” performance score for its 2020 CDP Water 
Disclosure Project submission – one of only 106 
companies globally to have made the CDP’s 2020 
water security A-list. The A-rating, the second 
consecutive year Implats has achieved this score, 
places the PGM producer in the leadership band 
with a select group of companies for achieving 
best practice in their 2020 disclosure, awareness 
and management of water security risk.

When it comes to the other two pillars of ESG, 
Risk Insight’s report finds that gold miners in South 
Africa are top ranked companies in terms of social 
disclosure, where measures such as employee 
health and wellness are considered. A big focus 
is the upliftment of communities in which miners 
operate and the securing of the social licence to 
operate. Meanwhile, governance disclosure still 
makes up the more than 60% of total disclosure 
for the South African mining sector. 

As this ESG revolution in mining gathers steam, 
investors are watching closely to identify the early 
leaders and assess where returns will emerge 
that are better and more sustainable. Players in 
this ancient industry are set to become leaders 
in environmental, social and governance change 
that will set standards for mining companies – and 
the business world at large – to follow for years 
to come. 

ESG – towards value beyond compliance
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Barrick’s Tongon mine gets it right
Barrick Gold Corporation’s Tongon mine in Côte d’Ivoire produced 
a total of 284 863 ounces of gold in 2020, at the top end of its guid-
ance for the year, driven by strong plant throughput with runtime 
setting a record of 95,2% in October. The improved throughput, 
combined with cost-reduction initiatives, is expected to have a posi-
tive impact on per ounce costs compared to 2019.

Barrick president and chief executive Mark Bristow says Tongon 

had to overcome enormous obstacles to achieve the exceptional 
performance. Built and commissioned in the midst of a civil war, it 
has since operated in a very unstable socio-political environment 
and has been impacted by a broad range of problems, including a 
mill fire, recurring technical issues and an erratic grid power supply.

“Despite all the challenges, Tongon has been consistently 
profitable and in 2020 again paid a US$150-million dividend to 
its shareholders. It provided US$1,2-million to the government to 
support its campaign against COVID-19 while implementing effec-
tive prevention measures at the mine to protect its people and the 
business. And it maintained its commitment to its host community 
with the installation and start-up of a number of income-generating 
projects,” Bristow says.

He notes that Tongon had the best safety record in the world-
wide Barrick group. Until it suffered one lost-time injury (LTI) on 
28 October 2020, the mine had recorded more than 15-million LTI 
free work hours over 1 120 days. There were no Class 1 or 2 environ-
mental incidents during the year and the mine retained its ISO 14001 
and ISO 45001 certifications.

Continued exploration and the conversion of resources to 
reserves have extended the life of the mine to 2023 and further 
opportunities for replacing reserves are being pursued.

In line with Barrick’s policy of supporting local business, Tongon 
spent US$105-million – 66% of its total procurement budget – with 
Ivorian contractors and suppliers in 2020.  Since Tongon poured its 
first gold in 2010, it has paid more than US$1,6-billion into the Ivorian 
economy in the form of taxes, infrastructure development, salaries 
and payments to local suppliers. 

South African president Cyril Ramaphosa 
sounded many positive notes in his key-
note address to Mining Indaba but did 
not indicate the direction of mining policy 
over the next 12 months, other than saying 
it would be investor friendly, according to 

also showed government’s understanding 
of the interconnections between employ-
ees, their families, and communities and 
how education, and public health proto-
cols, in the workplace have an influence on 
employees’ wider networks.

The importance of preventing fatalities 
was also raised in the president’s speech. 
It is to be hoped that this will be followed by 
more discussions about the issues this year 
and finding solutions, from a regulatory and 
legislative perspective, to prevent fatalities.

The president’s comments about making 
South Africa’s mining industry more inno-
vative and modern were also relevant, not 
only for the private sector but also for the 
department of mineral resources and ener-
gy’s processes and systems. Modernisation 
of the DMRE systems would support a more 
investor-friendly environment.

“While the president encouraged the 
mining industry to create jobs, he also 
mentioned the importance of technological 
advancement. However, what was lack-
ing was a mention of the contribution that 
the government would make to encour-
age companies to modernise and create 
higher-skilled opportunities – for example, 
by offering tax breaks or other incentives.” 

Ramaphosa’s Mining Indaba message conciliatory, but short on detail

South African president Cyril Ramaphosa.

consulting company Webber Wentzel.
The president sounded a positive note, 

a welcome contrast to some of the keynote 
addresses from South Africa’s mining min-
isters in the past, which were sometimes 
perceived as critical of the industry and 
investor unfriendly.

However, the president delivered no 
details on government’s expected policy 
path for the industry in 2021. The presi-
dent’s acknowledgment that sustainable 
mining is critical in unlocking innovation, 
competition and ensuring progressive 
societal impacts as well as the re-empha-
sis of the importance of ESG is welcomed 
messaging. It is, however, unfortunate that 
specifics on how government plans on 
reforming the existing regulatory frame-
work was not provided.

It has now become increasingly impor-
tant that government fulfils its undertaking 
to society and industry in relation to the 
facilitation of renewable and clean energy 
developments, in addition to its assertion of 
sustainable mining, by implementing holis-
tically driven policy reform.

The president’s emphasis on the need 
for employers to continue prioritising 
safety and health was encouraging. He 

Tongon has been consistently profitable and in 2020 again paid a US$150-million dividend to its 
shareholders.
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After declining in 2019, global gold pro-
duction was adversely affected by the 
COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, while suspen-
sion of expansion works and contractions 
from mines nearing closure also added to 
the decline. Overall, output was estimated 
to have declined by 5,2% to 108-million 
ounces (moz), according to GlobalData.

Gold production is expected to increase 
by 5,5% in 2021 to 113,9 moz and grow to 
124,1 moz by 2024 – a 2,9% compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR). Canada, 
Indonesia, Peru and the United States will 
be the key contributors to this growth. 
Combined production in these countries 
is expected to recover from an estimated 
20,1 moz in 2021 to 25,3 moz in 2024.

Vinneth Bajaj, associate project man-
ager at GlobalData, comments: “Key 
projects expected to commence opera-
tions during the forecast period include 
the Turquoise Ridge underground expan-
sion project in the United States, which is 
currently undergoing construction. With 
an annual gold production capacity of 
500 koz, the project is expected to be com-
missioned in late-2022. 

“The Salares Norte project in Chile, 
which is wholly owned by Gold Fields, is cur-
rently under construction. With an annual 
gold production capacity of 450 koz and a 
development capital expenditure of about 
US$860-million, the project is expected to 
commence operations in 2023.” 

The greatest impact of COVID-19 on 

Murray & Roberts Cementation started 
2021 with a resounding safety achievement 
of 5-million fatality free shifts. MD Mike 
Wells says reaching the landmark was part 
of a concerted journey towards Zero Harm 
by this leading mining services specialist. 

“The exciting milestone, which we 
reached in early January 2021, is the 
result of years of commitment by every 
member of the company – through mul-
tiple initiatives and programmes,” says 
Wells. “This includes our unrelenting 
focus on the Major Accident Prevention 
(MAP) programme, as well as stringent risk 
assessments and the verification of critical 
controls in the field.”

Perhaps the greatest outcome of these 
efforts, he highlights, is that the company’s 

Global gold production to bounce back
gold production was observed during the 
first half of 2020, when six of the top 10 
gold producers reported a collective 8,4% 
year-on-year (YOY) fall in their output. Major 
declines were from Barrick (12,3%), Newcrest 
(15%) and Agnico Eagle (8,4%), while major 
contributors offsetting the declines were 
Kirkland Gold (48%), due to the acquisition 
of the Detour Lake project by Detour Gold 
in January 2020, and Zijin (5,9%).

Several gold mines were forced to sus-
pend operations temporarily due to the 
pandemic, including Barrick’s Veladero, 
Pueblo Viejo and Porgera mines and 
Agnico’s Nunavut, Quebec and Mexican 
mining operations. 

China, after reporting an all-time high 
of 16,7 moz of gold production in 2014, has 

Overall, output was estimated to have declined by 5,2% to 108-million ounces in 2020.

been on a downtrend ever since, as a con-
sequence of policy changes and depleting 
ore reserves. Adding to these factors, the 
pandemic struck the country’s output hard 
during the first quarter of 2020. Therefore, 
China’s gold production is estimated to 
have declined by 7% to 12,4 moz in 2020.

The pandemic also had a significant 
impact on the African operations, mainly 
during the second quarter of 2020, where 
gold production is gradually shifting its 
base towards the West African countries. 
Gold mines that were temporarily sus-
pended in Africa include Mponeng, Kalgold 
and Zondereinde in South Africa, Obuasi in 
Ghana, Hounde in Burkina Faso and Fekola 
in Mali. Overall, gold production from South 
Africa is expected to have declined by 
10,9% in 2020, with declines also in Guyana 
(15,9%), Ghana (7,5%) and Mali (5,6%). 

Years of safety focus deliver fatality-free record
safety leadership has succeeded in moti-
vating and inspiring all employees in fully 
internalising safety principles. This has 
entrenched the belief that Zero Harm can 
indeed be achieved, with each employee 
returning home safely every day.

“We have seen a vital attitudinal change 
over the years, where success has bred 
more success and all our people take own-
ership of their safe work practices – both 
personally and collectively,” he says. “This 
builds a resilient safety culture, which has 
included a crucial commitment to doing 
work right the first time.”

Underpinning much of the success 
in safe working practices has been the 
increased investment in effective training 
strategies at the Murray & Roberts Training 

Academy at Bentley Park near Carletonville. 
Here, the latest technologies and methods 
– supported by realistic mock-ups of mining 
environments – ensure that all workers are 
fully prepared for all working conditions. 

“Our mining customers today regard the 
commitment to fatality-free operations as a 
given – not only for themselves but for their 
service providers,” he says. “We are proud 
to be able to demonstrate our success as 
part of the broader progress in this field by 
the whole mining sector.” 

Over the years during which the 5-mil-
lion fatality-free shifts have been achieved, 
Murray & Roberts Cementation has con-
ducted a diverse range of projects across 
sub-Saharan Africa, including large shaft 
sinking contracts. Employee numbers over 
this time have averaged about 4 000, says 
Wells. 
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AfriTin Mining Limited (AIM: ATM), an 
African tin mining company with its flag-
ship asset, the Uis Tin Mine in Namibia, 
has agreed a new offtake agreement for 
its tin concentrate with its existing trading 
partner, Thailand Smelting and Refining 
Corporation, as well as signing an inaugural 
offtake agreement with AfriMet Resources 
AG for its future tantalum production.

The tin concentrate offtake agreement 
with Thaisarco has been renewed for a fur-
ther three years, until 30 November 2023, 

New gold discoveries at Sanankoro 
Cora Gold Limited, the West African 
focused gold company, has announced 
a series of new surface gold discoveries 
from satellite imagery and surface pros-
pecting programmes at the Sanankoro 
Gold Project, on the Yanfolila Gold Belt 
in southern Mali. Additionally, the com-
pany has announced the award of a new 
Convention agreement, one of the first 
under the new mining code, with respect 
to the Sanankoro permit area.

Bert Monro, CEO of Cora Gold, com-
ments, “The new discoveries will be ordered 
and prioritised accordingly and fed into the 
drilling pipeline at Sanankoro. The fact the 
team on the ground is continually making 
new discoveries bolsters our confidence in 

the Sanankoro resources growing signifi-
cantly over time with further drilling. We look 
forward to following up these discoveries 
with drilling in the near future.”

On 29 January 2020, Cora Gold was 
also awarded a Convention d’Établissement 
in respect of the area covered by the 
Sanankoro permit which expired, in accor-
dance with the Mining Code, on 1 February 
2020. The Convention d’Établissement 
is one of the first to be awarded under 
Mali’s new Mining Code which was intro-
duced in September 2019. A Convention 
d’Établissement sets out the administrative, 
legal and fiscal framework under which the 
permit holder will operate when working on 
the relevant area. 

Tin and tantalum offtake agreements for Uis Tin Mine
relating to delivery of product at Walvis Bay 
Cargo Terminal in Namibia.

The company has also concluded an 
offtake agreement with AfriMet for tanta-
lum concentrate produced from the Uis Tin 
Mine for a 12-month period with an option 
to renew for a further three years upon 
mutual consent of the parties.

AfriMet Resources AG is a strate-
gic African commodity trading company 
and 100% owned subsidiary of the Zug 
(Switzerland) based ferrous and non-fer-

AfriTin has maintained strong tin concentrate production levels since November 2020.

rous commodity merchant, Vanomet AG. 
AfriMet is a leader in trading the 3T metals 
(tin, tantalum and tungsten) and minerals 
sourced from Africa. 

Anthony Viljoen, CEO of AfriTin Mining 
Limited, comments: “Last year has proved 
extremely positive for AfriTin, with tin pro-
duction achieving design capabilities for 
Stage I at Uis ahead of year-end. This was 
a defining milestone for the company, and 
I am delighted to report that the strong tin 
concentrate production levels have been 
maintained since November 2020.”

The strong performance at Uis has 
coincided with the tin price hitting new 
recent highs, breaking through the ceil-
ing of US$23 000 per tonne for the first 
time since 2014. The main drivers behind 
the price increase are the ever-growing 
demand from electronics and electric 
vehicles, alongside the low supply of tin 
inventories. 

“These contributing factors have 
enabled AfriTin to announce today that it 
will continue its tin offtake agreement for 
Uis with Thaisarco for a further three years. 
In addition, the company is also pleased to 
have concluded a tantalum offtake agree-
ment with AfriMet which will become a 
second product alongside our tin concen-
trate this year. AfriTin is delighted by both 
votes of confidence, from two leaders in 
the global and African markets and looks 
forward to continuing these relationships,” 
adds Viljoen.  

Andrew Davies, MD of Thaisarco, 
comments: “Thaisarco remains a strong 
supporter of AfriTin and we are pleased 
to sign the new offtake agreement for 
responsibly sourced and conflict-free tin 
concentrate production for a further three 
years. It remains a pleasure to work with 
the team at AfriTin and we look forward 
to a long business relationship as the 
company looks to unlock the true value 
potential at Uis.”

Hadley Natus, CEO of AfriMet, com-
ments: “AfriMet is delighted to announce 
its inaugural tantalum offtake agreement 
with AfriTin as the company looks to 
explore additional avenues to monetise 
its tantalum concentrate production along-
side its tin concentrate. AfriMet is pleased 
to have the agreement in place for an 
initial 12-month period with the option 
to renew for a further three years upon 
mutual consent.” 
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Anglo American is making available up 
to US$30-million of support towards the 
global rollout of COVID-19 vaccines across 
its operational footprint. The nature of the 
contribution, consisting of cash and in-kind 
support, will differ by country based on the 
vaccine deployment models being adopted 
by, and the needs of, each country. 

Anglo American’s support is expected to 
include contributions towards the procure-
ment of vaccines by host governments, as 
well as logistical support and health and 
other infrastructure required to facilitate the 
efficient roll-out of vaccines.

Mark Cutifani, chief executive of Anglo 
American, says: “Anglo American has a 
long history of supporting major public 
health programmes to help improve the 
health of our employees and host com-
munities, as well as running major health 

Zululand Anthracite Colliery restarts operations
Zululand Anthracite Colliery (ZAC) has 
recommenced mining and processing 
operations at the mine. Located in Ulundi, 
in KwaZulu-Natal, the mine has been on 
care and maintenance since President Cyril 
Ramaphosa’s declaration of the state of 
national disaster to mitigate the impact of 
COVID-19 in March 2020. 

COVID-19 national and international 
lockdowns severely impacted demand 
volumes and prices for anthracite in 2020, 
which resulted in the difficult but neces-
sary decision to place the mine on care and 
maintenance. However, ZAC and parent 
company, Menar are hopeful for a strong 
rebound in 2021.

ZAC consists of three shafts with a 
fourth shaft planned to open in 2022 and 

at full capacity produces 1-million tonnes of 
anthracite per annum. It has two processing 
plants onsite where the product is washed 
to top qualities of 0,9% to 1,4% sulphur with 
extremely low ash content ranging from 
8,5% to 18%. The product is sold to domestic 
and export markets.

Bradley Hammond, Menar’s chief operat-
ing officer, who is overseeing the resumption 
of operations, says the mine is in the pro-
cess of ramping up operations in order to 
meet customer supply requirements in 2021. 
“It has been a very challenging year for all 
industries; however, we are seeing a steady 
rebound in market conditions and ZAC is 
well-placed to support existing and new 
customers in their anthracite product supply 
needs on a long-term basis,” he says. 

Anglo contributes up to US$30-million towards vaccine rollout

Mark Cutifani, chief executive of Anglo American.

facilities around our operations over many 
decades. This is in our DNA as a company 
– it is how we do business. We must help in 
any way we can.”

In South Africa, Anglo American will 
support the national COVID-19 vaccine 
programme – led by the government 
– by allocating US$10-million (about R150-
million) of the company’s global support 
commitment. The contribution of cash and 
in-kind support includes the purchase of 
vaccines via South Africa’s Solidarity Fund 
as well as logistical support in the form of 
transportation and storage to help ensure 
safe and efficient vaccine delivery. 

The company will also make avail-
able its operational health facilities and 
health professionals – in the regions of the 
Northern Cape, Limpopo, North West and 
Mpumalanga – to help administer vaccines 

to its more than 45 000-strong workforce, 
their families and our host communities. 
Anglo American will also commit to train-
ing community health workers to assist in 
administering vaccines. 

Impala Platinum Holdings Limited (Implats) 
has received an “A” performance score 
for its 2020 CDP Water Disclosure Project 
submission – one of only 106 companies 
globally to have made the CDP’s 2020 
water security A-list  

The A-rating, the second consecu-
tive year Implats has achieved this score, 
places the PGM producer in the leadership 
band with a select group of companies for 
achieving best practice in their 2020 dis-
closure, awareness and management of 
water security risk. 

Implats scored particularly well in eight of 
the 11 categories measured by CDP, includ-
ing its risk assessment, risk exposure and 
responses, business strategy, governance, 
its integrated approach to environmental 
challenges, its targets and goals as well as 
water-related opportunities. 

The A-rating is higher than the B aver-
age achieved by the metal smelting, 
refining and forming sector, as well as the 
Africa regional average of B. The score also 
puts Implats in the top 15% of companies in 
the leadership band in terms of disclosure. 

Commenting on the achievement, Nico 
Muller, Implats CEO, says: “We worked 
hard on the management of this precious 
resource and are pleased this has been 
recognised by our high ranking relative 
to the sector and our peers. Our strategy 
focuses on water consumption and qual-

Implats on CDP’s global A-list for best-practice water management
ity management and we have a framework 
for operation-specific water conservation 
strategies, in line with our commitment to 
reduce our levels of potable water used 
and increase our use of recycled water. We 
continue to adapt and refine our knowl-
edge around climate-related physical risks 
and regularly review our climate-related 
performance targets.” 

The CDP Water Disclosure Project 
score encourages companies to progress 
their environmental stewardship practices 

through benchmarking and comparison 
with peers to continuously improve water 
governance. CDP data also provides insight 
for investors and other influential decision-
makers on how to reduce risk, capitalise on 
opportunities and drive action towards a 
more sustainable world.

“Water is a critical input for mining oper-
ations. For Implats’ operations in South 
Africa and Zimbabwe particularly, water 
management is critical as these are water 
scarce areas,” says Muller. 
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A
rmCoil Afrika was, in 2019, awarded a con-
tract by a major mining house to completely 
remanufacture a mobile skid substation. 
Despite COVID-19 throwing a spanner in the 

works, the unit was delivered to site in December 
2020 after a year and two months of hard work, in 
what Morne Bosch, GM sales & marketing refers to 
as “one of our flagship projects in the history of the 
company”. 

Mobile skid substations have generally gained 
popularity in open-pit mines in recent years, because 
of their ability to be moved around to wherever 
power is required within the pit. They can be used 
to power different types of equipment, including drill 
rigs, pumps and crushers, among others. 

Bosch tells Modern Mining that the company’s 
relationship with the mining giant dates back to 
2017 when Armcoil was initially awarded a minor 
refurbishment job for a similar sized mobile skid 
substation. Leveraging its relationship with the 
mining giant, the company was then tasked to 
completely remanufacture a skid substation unit 
in 2019. 

What initially came as a “strip and quote” project 

ArmCoil successfully remanufactures a  6 MVA 33 kV/6,6 kV mobile skid 
substation for a major opencast mine

ArmCoil Afrika, a manufacturer and repairer of transformers and electric motors, has punched above its weight 
with the successful remanufacture of a mobile skid substation for one of South Africa’s major opencast mines. 
All the functions of the project were carried out at the company’s 8 000 m² premises in Roodepoort, west of 
Johannesburg, marking a new era in the local remanufacture of skid-mounted substations for opencast mines, 
writes Munesu Shoko.

The ArmCoil team standing in 
front of the completed mobile skid 
substation unit.

was eventually escalated to a complete remanufac-
ture. “It was initially a minor service type of work,” 
explains Bosch. “When we gave the unit a thorough 
electric and mechanical inspection, we realised 
that there was a lot more to be done. The project 
then went from a strip and quote to a complete 
remanufacture.”

Bosch explains one of the issues that necessi-
tated a complete remanufacture of the unit: “Because 
this unit is carried on the back of the trailer moving 
around the mine pit, some of the sensitive parts are 
subjected to mechanical movement, for example, the 
active part inside the transformer. The mine tried to 
brace it, with no help. The evidence was carried in 
the mechanical assessment report that we did.”

Collaborative effort
Frank Flint, project manager; Andrew Flint, mechani-
cal design specialist and MD Peter Flint, explain 
that the project was awarded in October 2019, 
before the completed unit was delivered to site in 
December 2020. 

The project was a collaborative effort between 
the mine, ArmCoil and Schneider Electric, which 
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ArmCoil successfully remanufactures a  6 MVA 33 kV/6,6 kV mobile skid 
substation for a major opencast mine

The 6 MVA 33 kV/6,6 kV mobile 
skid substation remanufactured 
by ArmCoil for a major opencast 
mine.

supplied one of the major components of the mobile 
skid substation, the Premset, a new way to design, 
install and operate medium voltage (MV) networks. 
Premset is a small footprint MV switchgear avail-
able in front-accessible only designs as well as rear 
access designs. Its shielded solid insulation system 
(2SIS) is a technological innovation in MV switchgear 
design that decreases the footprint while increasing 
reliability and safety over traditional air insulated MV 
switchgear. ArmCoil managed the installation and 
testing of the Premset from Schneider, which was 
specifically prescribed by the mine. 

The project had both MV and low voltage (LV) 
components to it. ArmCoil, as a specialist in medium 
and high voltage, handled the MV side of the proj-
ect, while Schneider handled the LV part of it. 
ArmCoil manufactured a new 6 MVA transformer, as 
well as the enclosure for the Premset. The enclo-
sure contains the five Premset switchgear units, 
which are basically an incomer and four feeders. 
They feed the four Victor Plugs on the outside of 
the machine. The skid substation has three outlets 
and comes with a complete Zytec fire suppression 
system in all the compartments. All the controls are 
operated via a human machine interface (HMI) panel 
installed on the unit.

Team effort was crucial to the success of this 
project, which was “engineeringly intensive, both 
electrically and mechanically” by its nature. To pro-
vide context, the skid was transported to site as an 
abnormal load. In the end, the unit weighed in at 
26 tonnes, including the base. It is 11 m long x 4 m 
wide x 5 m high. 

“To give an idea of the collaborative engineering 

feat achieved, Schneider had about 128 pages 
of electrical drawings. We had over 80 pages of 
mechanical drawings, detailing the design of the 
project. Everything required on a substation was fit-
ted onto this one unit, from the transformer to the 
Premset, switchgear, reactors, resistors and auxiliary 
transformers, among other components – wired and 
load tested,” explains Frank Flint.

Bosch says there mine was also heavily involved. 
The mine’s project manager worked closely with 
Frank Flint, going through the specifications, the 
requirements and the scope of work. He also had 
input on issues around procurement of components 
that were sourced from different suppliers. “There 
was a lot of inter-action between the mine and us to 
make sure that ‘what the mine wants the mine gets’, 
which was quite difficult in a COVID-19 operating 
environment. Several suppliers closed their doors 
during the lockdown and we struggled to get some 
of the components we needed, but in the end it was 
done,” says Bosch. 

Flint says COVID-19 “provided a uniquely chal-
lenging hurdle” for both Schneider and ArmCoil. 
There were transport, shipment and border delays 
in receiving the Schneider product because it came 
all the way from France. There were also restric-
tions in South Africa, which prevented ArmCoil from 
working during April and May. “For those two full 
months we were not able to touch the project. As 
we went from the hard lockdown to Level 4, some 
suppliers were able to supply the components we 
needed, but others were still not able to. In the end, 
COVID-19 set the project back by a total of three 
months,” he says. 



www.maptek.com
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Key takeaways
	In October 2019, ArmCoil Afrika was awarded a contract by 

a large mining house to completely remanufacture a 6 MVA 
33 kV/6,6 kV mobile skid substation

	Despite the COVID-19 challenges, the unit was delivered to site 
in December 2020 after a year and two months of work

	The project was a collaborative effort between the mine, 
ArmCoil and Schneider Electric, which supplied one of the 
major components of the mobile skid substation, the Premset

	Working hand in hand with a large OEM of Schneider’s stature 
to deliver such an immense project for a massive mining house 
was a big achievement for ArmCoil

The project was a collaborative effort between the mine, ArmCoil and Schneider Electric.

Flagship project
Bosch says the project will be remembered as one of the flagships 
in the history of the company. He doubts if there is any single local 
company that can handle a project of this nature in-house from start to 
finish without outsourcing some of the functions. “This is a niche mar-
ket, traditionally dominated by large, established international OEMs. 
We are proud to have been one of the first local medium sized entities 
in South Africa to successfully manage and execute a project of this 
magnitude,” he says.   

Working hand in hand with a large OEM of Schneider’s stature, 
in conjunction with Schneider’s project manager, to deliver such a 
massive project for a giant mining house was a “big achievement 
for ArmCoil”, says Bosch. “We are a medium sized South African 
business, and having the opportunity to work hand in hand with a 
large global OEM such as Schneider speaks volumes of our abilities. 
It also afforded us an opportunity to learn from them. To build an 
enclosure for Schneider’s Premset was a huge achievement for us 
as a business.”

Bosch adds that the ability to manage the procurement of com-
ponents from various suppliers and being able to interface them 
with ArmCoil’s own products was also a great achievement for the 
company. “We procured from various suppliers and integrated the 
various components into a mobile skid substation. For a transformer 
manufacturer to build something like this, utilising our own facility and 
leveraging our relationships with the various suppliers, is quite impres-
sive. You would expect us to specialise in transformers and motors 
only, but we have gone beyond our core to pull off a full solution for 
the mine,” concludes Bosch. 

www.worley.com
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POTASH

H
aving submitted its application in Q4 2020, 
Emmerson Plc, the Moroccan focused potash 
development company, has received its min-
ing licence, marking a significant milestone in 

the development of the Khemisset project. The min-
ing licence provides the company with the exclusive 
right to develop and mine the potash deposit, within 
the perimeter of the mining licence in the Khemisset 
basin ahead of the anticipated initiation of construc-
tion by end 2021. 

The granting of the mining licence follows a suc-
cessful application process, including the submission 
of a proven, JORC compliant mineral resource esti-
mate, and the confirmed technical and economic 

Major milestone for Khemisset 
Potash Project 

Graham Clarke, Emmerson’s CEO.

Drilling at Khemisset Potash 
Project in Morocco. 

In a major milestone in the development of what is to become the 
first large-scale potash mine in Africa, Emmerson Plc has been 
granted a mining licence by the Moroccan Ministry of Energy, Mines 
and the Environment for its 100% owned Khemisset Potash Project. 
By Munesu Shoko.

viability of the project, which was satisfied by the fea-
sibility study. In fact, the feasibility study highlighted 
Khemisset’s outstanding attributes, including indus-
try leading capital and operating costs and delivered 
an initial life of mine of 19 years, based on less than 
50% of the global resource base for the project. 
Importantly, the mining licence encompasses the 
full resource base, allowing simple expansion of the 
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The company retains the right 
to explore in the investigation 
permits covering the highly 
prospective ground around the 
mining licence. 

operations in the future without the requirement to 
re-permit. 

Graham Clarke, Emmerson’s CEO, tells Modern 
Mining that the granting of the mining licence is a 
significant milestone for the project and obviously 
key to the project progressing through financing, 
construction and into production. The licence cov-
ers the whole of the mineral resource area that the 
project has and gives the company exclusive rights 
to mine the mineral. 

“It is particularly important that the licence covers 
not only the portion of the resource in our current 
mine plan (giving a mine life of 19 years from less 
than 50% of the resource) but the remaining resource 
area, enabling us to increase the mine life with the 
licence we now have. I would like to add that the 
authorities have been extremely supportive through 
the process and fully recognise the substantial eco-
nomic benefits the Khemisset project will bring to the 
local area, region and Morocco at large,” he says. 

Major milestone
Clarke says this is another major milestone in the 
development of what is to become the first large 
scale potash mine in Africa. “We are grateful to the 
Ministry that provided considerable support, greatly 
assisting us throughout the application process,” he 
says.  

“By producing up to 800 000 tonnes of pot-
ash per year, for export or domestic consumption, 
Khemisset is forecast to deliver considerable eco-
nomic benefits to our stakeholders, including an 
anticipated 1% increase to the national tax revenues 
of Morocco. At the local level, the benefit to our 
stakeholders is even more important, with an esti-
mated 40% increase to the local area GDP,” he adds. 

“We are all extremely proud to have achieved this 
most recent milestone, with the help of an expert 
team focused on putting this potash mine into pro-
duction. I want to thank our hosts in Morocco and all 
the key members of the Emmerson team who have 
worked hard to deliver this well ahead of our original 
timeline.”

The company continues to make strong progress 
with its financing discussions, including engagement 
with several potential equity funding partners.

Overview of mining licence 
The mining licence covers an area of 558 km² and all 
of the current mineral resource estimate area, which 
has a global resource of over 500-million tonnes. Of 
the mineral resource estimate, only 43% is included 
in the current 19-year mine life, identified in the fea-
sibility study. Licencing the expanded area was an 
important strategic decision for the company as it 
allows for future expansions or mine life extensions 
under the current permit.

The grant process consisted of converting 
22 research permits, including the already fused 

research permit into a single mining licence and 
required detailed submissions confirming the min-
eral resources and viability of the exploitation plan. 
The company retains the right to explore in the 
investigation permits covering the highly prospec-
tive ground around the mining licence, in particular 
the extensions to the north east of the project. The 
mining licence is valid for an initial 10-year period, 
which is renewable in 10-year increments until the 
resource is exhausted and provides exclusive rights 
to extraction. 

Next step 
Clarke tells Modern Mining that this year will see 
several more milestones for Emmerson and the proj-
ect. Following the granting of the mining licence, the 
company needs to secure its environmental licence 
(the application was submitted in Q4 2020 and is 
currently going through the formal process) which is 
expected in the first half of the year. 

In parallel, Emmerson will continue to engage with 
potential strategic partners/investors and is work-
ing on the debt funding to ensure it has a financing 



www.umsint.com
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The mining licence encompasses 
the full resource base, allowing 
simple expansion of the 
operations in the future without 
the requirement to re-permit.

structure in place for Q3 2021. The 
company will complete site investi-
gation works and engineering and 
detail design during the course of 
the year, with the target to com-
mence early construction works 
before the end of 2021.

Market prospects
Commenting on the state of the 
market, Clarke says the fertiliser 
market as a whole, and therefore 
the potash market, is looking good 
at the moment, showing stronger 
demand and pricing than in the 
past 12 months. The increase in 
demand and price, he says, is being 
driven by higher crop prices and 
this is forecast to continue for the 
remainder of the year. 

“The demand and price of 
potash has been increasing from a low point over 
the last couple of years and the long-term view is 
that this will continue to strengthen in the short to 
medium term. It should be recognised that there is 
a long-term annual increase in demand for potash of 
2 – 3% based on the fundamentals that ever increas-
ing quantities of food have to be produced to feed 
the world’s growing population and the increased 
application of fertiliser is the only way to achieve 
this,” says Clarke. 

He is also encouraged by the host country’s ease 
of doing business, saying that “Morocco is a great 
jurisdiction for doing business and developing a 
project”. The government, he says, is encouraging 
of foreign investment generally, but also specifically 
for mining with only a nominal royalty charge in place 
and a five-year tax holiday once in operation to assist 
with debt payback. 

The company, he adds, has built excellent rela-
tions with the authorities as a result of good, open 
communication and has engaged on a local and 
regional level to ensure there is an understanding 
of the benefits that the project will bring. In addi-
tion, Morocco has a well-developed infrastructure 

Key takeaways 
	Having submitted its application in Q4 2020, Emmerson Plc has been 

granted a mining licence for its Khemisset Potash Project by the Moroccan 
Ministry of Energy, Mines and the Environment

	The mining licence covers an area of 558 km² and all of the current mineral 
resource estimate area, which has a global resource of over 500-million 
tonnes 

	Of the mineral resource estimate, only 43% is included in the current 
19-year mine life, identified in the feasibility study

	Following the granting of the mining licence, the company needs to secure 
its environmental licence (the application was submitted in Q4 2020 and is 
currently going through the formal process) which is expected in the first 
half of the year

in terms of the road and power network, and that 
has helped reduce the capital required for project 
development.

“The Khemisset project is a standout in the pot-
ash development space and with the low capex 
and opex and low risk construction, 2021 will see 
us continue to make excellent progress,” concludes 
Clarke. 

https://mining.komatsu/
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COKING COAL

H
aving signed two letters of intent (LOIs) for 
offtake agreements for a combined 32 000 
tonnes per month of coking coal last year, 
LSE-listed Contango Holdings has successfully 

upgraded the Binga Camp, the base of operations 
for the first phase of development of its Lubu coking 
coal project in Zimbabwe. 

In a major development critical to the start of 
production at Lubu Coalfield Project, located in the 
Binga area of Zimbabwe and said to be one of the 
biggest deposits of its nature in southern Africa with 
a total resource of 2-billion tonnes of coal, CEO 
Carl Esprey says the company expects to finalise 
its discussions with the proposed mining contractor 
imminently ahead of opening two pits at Lubu this 

Contango forges ahead at 
Lubu Coalfield Project

Despite the current national lockdown in place across Zimbabwe since January 5 this year, Contango Holdings 
is forging ahead at its flagship Lubu Coalfield Project. The company expects to finalise its discussions with the 
proposed mining contractor ahead of opening two pits at Lubu in February 2021. By Munesu Shoko.

Contango Holdings will initially 
prioritise mining a small area 
dubbed the B2 Block.

month. This, he says, will be a significant milestone 
for Contango and will enable ongoing coking coal 
offtake discussions to be finalised. 

In addition, it will allow the requested bulk 
samples, which will provide first revenues from 
Lubu to Contango, to be delivered to a number of 
multi-national companies assessing the viability of 
constructing coke plants at Lubu. The manufacture 
of coke at site would provide a significant boost to 
the value of the product generated at Lubu, which is 
already considered to be highly valuable.

In a recent update, the company announced 
that the site had recently been inspected by the 
Environment Management Agency (EMA) following 
the camp site rehabilitation and access upgrades 
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The on-site team in Zimbabwe 
persevered through pandemic 
adversity with relatively modest 
disruption to the planned 
development schedule.

The manufacture of coke at 
site would provide a significant 
boost to the value of the product 
generated at Lubu, which is 
already considered to be highly 
valuable.

that were recently completed. At the time of writ-
ing, a meeting with the Binga District Council (BDC) 
had been scheduled for early February 2021 to 
outline the two pit locations at Lubu ahead of pit 
development.  

“Our Lubu project is advancing well ahead of 
the unveiling of the first open pit this February.  I 
must commend the hard work and dedication of our 
on-site team in Zimbabwe who have persevered 
through pandemic adversity with relatively modest 
disruption to the planned development schedule.

“Our offtake negotiations continue to progress 
well and the opening of the pit this month will allow 
these discussions to be finalised. Conversion of 
the existing signed letters of intent (LOIs) into for-
mal offtake contracts is expected to generate over 
US$1-million of EBIT per month. Clearly any addi-
tional contracts, either for coking coal or coke, would 
further boost this figure. 

“In recent weeks we have seen a significant uplift 
in global coking coal prices. Given the size and 
nature of Lubu, we believe Contango is well posi-
tioned to benefit from this demand, while elevated 
pricing should further improve the robust economics 
at Lubu. I look forward to reporting on our progress 
in due course.”

Offtake agreements
Contango Holdings late last year announced the 
signing of two LOIs with two major companies. The 
two LOIs, both secured in August 2020, demonstrate 
the strong demand for the high quality coal products 
to be produced at Lubu. The first LOI was signed 
with South Mining, and the second LOI – signed 
within 10 days of the first agreement – was signed 
with CoalZim Marketing. The LOIs establish the 
framework for formal offtake documentation to be 
advanced between Monaf Investments, Contango’s 
subsidiary company and South Mining and CoalZim. 

South Mining is a prominent coke producer in 
Zimbabwe and is committed to producing 420 000 
tonnes of coke from its new battery oven located in 
the Hwange district, while CoalZim is a coal sales and 
trading company based in the capital Harare. Subject 
to contract and appropriate standard and quality 
coal testing, South Mining has in principle agreed to 
purchase an anticipated minimum of 30 000 tonnes 
of raw coal per month from Monaf, while CoalZim 
has in principle agreed to buy an anticipated 2 000 
tonnes of 28CV metallurgical coal per month. 

Pricing of the offtake remains subject to con-
tract, negotiation and prevailing market conditions. 
However, on present assumptions a sale price of 
between US$45 and US$55 per tonne of raw coal, 
and between US$70 and US$80 per metric tonne of 
washed coal, is anticipated. Upon entering a formal 
offtake contract, Contango expects to enter into a 
contract mining arrangement to minimise CAPEX – 
based on discussions the company envisages the 

proposed offtake with South Mining would provide 
significant cashflow to Contango. 

Several multi-national companies have requested 
significant bulk samples, which also provide short-
term revenue to the company to enable them to 
assess the viability of constructing coke plants at 
Lubu. The manufacture of coke at Lubu, says Esprey, 
would command a significantly higher price than the 
company’s coking coal, which is already considered 
to be highly economic. 

Quick route to production
Contango Holdings will initially prioritise mining a 
small area dubbed the B2 Block. With the deposit 



www.mmdsizers.com
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Key takeaways 
	In a major development critical to the start of production at Lubu 

Coalfield Project, Contango Holdings expects to finalise its discus-
sions with the proposed mining contractor imminently ahead of 
opening two pits at Lubu in February 2021

	This will be a significant milestone for Contango and will enable 
ongoing coking coal offtake discussions to be finalised

	In addition, it will allow the requested bulk samples, which will pro-
vide first revenues from Lubu to Contango, to be delivered to a 
number of multi-national companies assessing the viability of con-
structing coke plants at Lubu

	Contango Holdings late last year announced the signing of two 
LOIs with two major companies – South Mining and CoalZim 
Marketing

Lubu is a derisked development with total historical spend in excess of US$20-million and over 100 
holes and 12 000 m of drilling completed.

starting at surface up to a depth of 47 m, B2 Block offers a quick and cost-
effective route to production, allowing the company to produce 1-million 
tonnes a year over the next 10 years. Esprey reiterates that the company’s 
immediate focus is on early cash flows from Lubu to underpin its financial 
position and support a dividend policy. 

Lubu is a derisked development with total historical spend in excess of 
US$20-million and over 100 holes and 12 000 m of drilling completed and 
total resource in excess of 2-billion tonnes. The money has been spent 
on various studies, drilling and demarcation of the resources, as well as 
geological reports. 

The project covers 19 236 ha of the highly prospective Karroo Mid 
Zambezi coal basin in established Hwange mining district in north-western 
Zimbabwe. The over US$20-miliion historic spend by the previous and 
current owners has gone towards the 100 holes for 12 000 m of drilling; 
down-hole geophysics on all holes; test work on the washability charac-
teristics of the coal; NI43-101 resource study (702 Mt Indicated and 510 Mt 
Inferred); completion of pre-feasibility study; and test work confirming ther-
mal and metallurgical coal. 

“This is one of the biggest coal deposits in southern Africa. It has been 
drilled and studied to Canadian standards (NI43-101) and is the only coal 
deposit in Zimbabwe that has had so much money spent on it,” concludes 
Esprey. 

https://boschcar.co.za/diesel/
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FLAKE GRAPHITE

T
irupati Graphite plc, the fully integrated, 
revenue generative, specialist graphite 
producer and graphene developer with 
operations in Madagascar and India, 

continues to advance its operations across its 
portfolio, including its two primary mining and 
processing projects in Madagascar, Vatomina 
and Sahamamy, and its speciality graphite 
and graphene processing businesses in 
India.

In Madagascar, the company’s strategy is to 
increase its production capacity of high-quality flake 
graphite concentrate with up to 96% purity to 81 000 
tonnes per annum (tpa) by 2024 from the current 
3 000 tpa produced at Sahamamy and sold to cus-
tomers globally. In line with this, Tirupati is on track 
to commission its Vatomina project in Q2 2021 and 

Tirupati upscaling Vatomina to 
meet increased demand 

In response to continued increased demand for its high 
quality flake graphite from Madagascar, Tirupati Graphite is 
upscaling the capacity of the first module at its Vatomina 
project by 50% to a planned production of 9 000 tonnes per 
annum, which will result in an increase to near-term cash 
flows from operations. By Munesu Shoko.

Shishir Poddar, CEO of Tirupati 
Graphite.

Tirupati Graphite continues to 
advance its operations across its 
portfolio in Madagascar.

build its produc-
tion to 9 000 tpa, 
having commenced 
the final phase of construc-
tion for the first module; this will take the capacity 
across both projects to 12 000 tpa.

Upscaling Vatomina
Shishir Poddar, CEO of Tirupati Graphite, says 
increased demand from current customers, including 
a London listed FTSE 250 company recognised as a 
global benchmark flake graphite user, and interest 
from new target buyers globally, have highlighted 
the strong graphite market dynamics. In line with 
this market demand, the company will upscale the 
capacity of the first module at its Vatomina project by 
50% to a planned production of 9 000 tpa. 

With the first few thousand tonnes having been With the first few thousand tonnes having been 
produced and sold to key customers globally, produced and sold to key customers globally, 

the company has established itself the company has established itself 
in key consuming markets in key consuming markets 

for flake graphite.for flake graphite.
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Flake graphite prices, and 
particularly in the larger flake 
sizes, have seen an uplift over the 
past quarter.

Upscaling Vatomina’s first module by 50% from 
the planned 6 000 tpa capacity to 9 000 tpa will be 
done at an estimated 30% additional CAPEX, bring-
ing the total production capacity in Madagascar to 
12 000 tpa following commissioning. Upscaling 
Vatomina’s capacity will see total earthwork at 
Tirupati’s projects increase to 800 000 tpa from the 
current 200 000 tpa.

Poddar says the company’s modular develop-
ment approach using internal expertise provides 
flexibility to enable the upscaling of Vatomina, while 
remaining on track for the project’s planned commis-
sioning in Q2 2021. 

“Our modular development approach, coupled 
with our internal expertise, provides the company 
with flexibility to respond to evolving graphite mar-
ket conditions. The modular approach contributed to 
the company’s strategic decision to increase capac-
ity of Vatomina’s first module, which was already at 
an advanced development stage, from 6 000 tpa to 
9 000 tpa, representing a 50% increase in installed 
production capacity,” says Poddar.

“We are already starting to see the fruits of our 
continued efforts to become a significant supplier 
to the rapidly growing global flake graphite market, 
which is being substantially driven by the growth in 
green applications including electric vehicles, ther-
mal management and flame retardants,” says Poddar. 

“Flake graphite prices, and particularly in the 
larger flake sizes, have seen an uplift over the past 
quarter and we have received strong demand from 
our current and prospective buyers from diverse 
market segments. Our team’s persistent dedication 
to meet our customers’ expectations galvanised 
our decision to upscale the capacity of the first pro-
duction module at Vatomina to 9 000 tpa, which 
will take us to a significant total of 12 000  tpa 
across our two projects in the near-term, while 
remaining on track to commission the new produc-
tion module at Vatomina in Q2 2021. The upscaled 
capacity will boost our near-term cash flow genera-
tion which further enhances shareholder value at 
minimal costs.” 

The project 
The Vatomina project was acquired in May 2017 
along with the team, technology, project plans and 
brand values. It has a 25 km² permit area with min-
ing permits issued for 40 years that are renewable. 
The project is being developed to a total production 
capacity of 60 000 tpa in modules. The first mod-
ule plant is substantially constructed and nearing 
completion.  

“The expansion of primary graphite output from 
our Madagascan projects to reach 12 000 tpa capac-
ity will be an important milestone and constituent 
of our development plan. The demand within the 
flake graphite market is increasing, which is help-
ful in our endeavours to expedite the delivery of 

additional capacity. We are on track to commission 
the Vatomina project in Q2 2021, which will help us 
further develop the existing markets for our flake 
graphite and provide quality inputs for our down-
stream speciality graphite projects.”

Madagascan flake graphite from the company’s 
projects offers a favourable larger flake size distri-
bution which is priced at a considerable premium 
to smaller size flakes. With the first few thousand 
tonnes having been produced and sold to key cus-
tomers globally, the company has established itself 
in key consuming markets for flake graphite.

The additional installed capacity at Vatomina 
directly contributes to an increase in the overall pro-
duction capacity from the company’s Madagascan 
primary flake graphite projects under its modular 
medium-term development plan from the originally 
planned 81 000 tpa to 84 000 tpa by 2024.  

Tirupati’s projects have excellent infrastructure 
in place, with the national highway NH2 connecting 
them to the main port of Tamatave and the capital 
city, Antananarivo. The port, which is 70 km away, is 
well connected with multiple shipping lines operat-
ing regularly and shipping worldwide. The company 
also has a warehouse at the port. Madagascar is 
also very well located on the globe with proximity to 
all consuming centres – Europe, the United States 
and Asia. 

Key takeaways 
	Demand from current customers and interest from new target buyers glob-

ally, have highlighted the strong graphite market dynamics
	In line with market demand, Tirupati Graphite will upscale the capacity of 

the first module at its Vatomina project by 50% to a planned production of 
9 000 tpa 

	Upscaling Vatomina’s first module by 50% from the planned 6 000 tpa 
capacity to 9 000 tpa will be done at an estimated 30% additional CAPEX, 
bringing the total production capacity in Madagascar to 12 000 tpa follow-
ing commissioning

	Upscaling Vatomina’s capacity will see total earthwork at Tirupati’s projects 
increase to 800 000 tpa from the current 200 000 tpa
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T
he US National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) estimates that rock falls 
at underground mines cause 

some 30% of fatalities and around 15% 
of all injuries that occur in these mines 
each year. 

In the words of Saltiel Pule, business 
line manager (Underground Drills) at 

Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions, “the importance 
of roof support cannot be overstated. It is a complex 
area of underground drilling which forms the back-
bone of safety at every underground mine.” 

Roof support trends
He says current industry trends are characterised by 
large opencast mines moving from surface to under-
ground operations and by gold and platinum mines 
becoming deeper.

“Operations are being extended into brown-
fields,” he says. “The deeper the minerals are, the 
more complex roof support becomes as you deal 
with faulted and complex hanging wall ore-bodies 
in the reef horizon. 

“Rock is not homogenous. It is constantly under 
stress and driving tunnels through it destabilises it. 
There is therefore a greater focus on safety and, 

In terms of safety, roof support is arguably the 
backbone of every underground operation. In this 
feature, Modern Mining takes a look at this complex 

area of underground drilling, as well as at the 
trends, technologies, product offerings 

and their uptake in the underground 
mining industry. By Mark Botha.

Saltiel Pule, business line manager 
(Underground Drills) at Sandvik 
Mining and Rock Solutions.

Sandvik digital driller training 
simulator develops and refreshes 
operators’ skills on the Sandvik 
i-series drill rigs.

Roof support and rock drilling: the safety  backbone of underground mines

because of the increasing depth of these mines, on 
secure production.”

He says that, as a result, customers are now look-
ing for efficient and effective roof support strategies 
and optimised excavations. 

“Another trend is to move away from manual roof 
support installation where some 10 000 roof bolts 
can be installed per annum, to mechanised instal-
lation whereby up to 25 000 bolts can be installed 
per year.”

Deeper mines are also moving away from con-
ventional, dynamic roof bolts to seismic-enabled 
dynamic bolts designed to withstand seismicity, and 
automated bolt technology with pumpable resin and 
grout for increased safety and speed.

In addition, miners are looking at smaller-diame-
ter holes and self-drilling roof bolts. 

Automation and digitalisation
Key drivers for digitalisation and automation in roof 
support are increased safety, reduced exposure of 
people to unsupported areas, efficiency in the min-
ing cycle and, importantly, data and analytics to 
enable smart mining.

“We need to analyse where and how to install the 
support. For this, we need data on factors such as 
machine pressure, water flow to the machine and the 
cost-effectiveness of the rock tools. We also need 
data on instantaneous penetration rate; the amount 
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The Sandvik DS221L installs pre-tensioned cable bolts rapidly.

The Sandvik DS421 is a rock 
reinforcement drill rig for cement 
grouted cable bolt installations.

Roof support and rock drilling: the safety  backbone of underground mines

of resin installed; hole depth; angle, and the tension 
in of the roof bolt.” He says this data is needed in real 
time for use by the rock engineer.

However, too much information is not always 
ideal: “Sandvik has aligned with our customers to 
ensure that we don’t overcomplicate the support 
activities with information overload, as that would 
require numerous sensors on the machine.” Sensors 
attached to the machine are invariably damaged by 
falling debris while the support is being installed.

“In our understanding, an operator using a 
Sandvik bolter follows 52 steps over seven minutes 
to install a single roof bolt. Unnecessary automation 
complicates the process and some human interven-
tion is still needed.”

Sandvik’s bolters do not take care of drilling, rod 
extraction and shooting, insertion of the roof bolt and 
tensioning autonomously as bolting is highly com-
plex and requires human intervention.

“The machine works autonomously when it is 
drilling only. With roof supports, drilling is followed 
by certain steps only humans can take, for reasons 
of safety. Our aim with automation is to move peo-
ple away from where roof support is being installed 
because of the danger posed by the process.”

The challenge, however, lay with integrating 
people with these machines. The company there-
fore developed the Sandvik Digital Driller training 
simulator to develop and refresh operators’ skills on 

the sophisticated Sandvik iSeries drill rigs. One such 
simulator is already on local soil while a second is 
expected to arrive in South Africa shortly.

Where drill masters had to travel from Finland to 
provide training, induction and safety checks on the 
machines, they now meet with prospective opera-
tors remotely.

“In one instance, Sandvik Mining and Rock 
Solutions in Gauteng provided training to operators 
in Botswana by means of the Digital Driller. We had 
the training facilitator in Finland, the training coordi-
nator in South Africa and the operator in Botswana. 
Our office in Finland can also log on to the machine 
via the OptiMine machine network, for machine 
commissioning and setup.” He says this approach 
shortens the start-up period as the transition to the 
“real-world” equipment is quicker and safer, leading 
to efficiency and productivity gains. 
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Bolting mechanisation ensures the 
integrity of bolt installation.

The company’s local office is expected to take 
delivery of the new Sandvik DS412i, a highly auto-
mated rotary blasthole drill for underground mining, 
destined for a local diamond mine.

“This is an intelligent machine,” says Pule. “The 
operator sets it up according to the rock engineer’s 
requirements and provides it with a bolting pattern 
from the geotechnical engineer. Upon completion 
of the task, the machine analyses the drilling and 
reports any deviations.” Face rigging is performed 
autonomously.

With the DS221L low-profile cable bolter, the bolt-
ing operation is performed by a single operator 
located outside of the dangerous area. Once the 
area underneath the cable is safe thanks to the 
cable pre tensioning, the operator attaches the 
hose for post-grouting by hand.

It features an Automatic Resin Injection (ARI) 
system whereby the amount of resin needed is 
pre-programmed for every hole. The machine 
ensures that the resin will be installed in the holes 
according to the rock engineer’s requirements.

Sandvik Intelligent Control Architecture (SICA) 
is a control platform which provides comprehen-
sive diagnostics on the system, including machine 
pressures and rock penetration rate.

Roof support technology
When asked about emerging technology in the roof 
support field, Pule refers to Sandvik’s high- and low-
profile cable bolters.

“The Sandvik DS221L low-profile cable bolter 
installs pre-cut cables from 1,5 m to 6 m in length 
with expansion shell, nut, plate and post-grouting, 
and has been on testing and trail since 2018, with 
positive customer feedback by the four major plati-
num producers in South Africa and Zimbabwe.” He 
describes the bolter as a “one-person operated rock 
reinforcement drill rig specialised in mechanised and 
cement-grouted cable bolt installation.” 

The bolting operation is performed by an opera-
tor located at a safe distance from the dangerous 
work area. Once the space below the cable is made 
safe through cable pre-tensioning, the operator 
attaches a hose for post-grouting, by hand.

“People have died, not while installing the sup-
ports, but while trying to make the roof safe,” says 
Pule. “So, we rather make the roof safe by means 
of a remotely controlled machine.” The DS221L LP 
cable bolter is currently in its commercialisation 
stage.

When it comes to high-profile bolters, Sandvik 
Mining and Rock Solutions has the largest fleet of 
Cable bolters in the massive mines within its regions, 
says Pule.

“We recently delivered two Sandvik DS421 rock 
reinforcement drill rigs to a large South African dia-
mond mine. These rigs are specialised for cement 
grouted cable bolt installation in underground mines 
and tunnels.”

The DS421 can install cable bolts up to 25 m in 
length, with several steel strands per hole. It features 
an on-board cement mixer, cement bag platform and 
steel strand reel for continuous cable fit.

“It is therefore autonomous for more than a shift.”

Key offerings
“Our key offering in terms of bolts are boom and 
turret mechanisms which provide accuracy, hole 
alignment and the ability to handle very challenging 
bolt applications. Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions 
offering can install most bolt types at different holes 
sizes, with maximum bolt capacity.” 

The Sandvik RD314 high-frequency hydraulic rock 
drill is at the heart of this offering as it drills fast and 
improves the roof support cycle time. The company 
has also recently upgraded its Sandvik DS211 low-
profile bolter, as well as the DS311 rock support drill 
and the DS411 drill rig. 

Pule says the company has been “at the fore-
front” of rock reinforcement, with products for both 

ROOF SUPPORT AND ROCK DRILLING
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Key Takeaways
	Roof support is a complex area of underground drilling, which forms the 

backbone of safety at every underground mine
	Industry trends are characterised by large opencast mines moving from 

surface to underground operations and by gold and platinum mines 
becoming deeper

	Deep mines are moving away from conventional, dynamic roof bolts to 
seismic-enabled dynamic bolts

	People have died, not while installing the supports, but while trying to 
make the roof safe

	Sandvik’s automation drive is purely aimed at safety, and not at replacing 
jobs

primary and secondary support methods, including 
cable bolters.

“We have collaborated with our customers in 
recent years to drive innovation in both active and 
passive rock bolts.” The former can be loaded and 
tensioned immediately after installation and typically 
include resin grouted rebars and mechanical bolts 
with expansion shells and high pull-out capability. 
Passive bolts are friction-type bolts with medium 
pull-out capability for high-speed development.

“In some instances,” says Pule, “we also offer 
hybrid bolting systems. We partnered with cable 
suppliers to ensure fit-for-purpose installations, 
including meshing.”

Sandvik’s key offering in terms of bolting prod-
ucts are equipment boom and turret mechanisms for 
accuracy, consistency and hole alignment to handle 
challenging bolting applications. Pule says these 
bolting turrets can accommodate different drilling 
methods, bolt types, hole sizes and, importantly, the 
capacity for bolt cassettes with maximum plate sizes. 

“Our key offering is therefore our low-profile 
mechanised bolters, the Sandvik DS211L-M, the 
robust DS311 and the DS411.

Technology uptake
Pule says market uptake of these technologies has 

been “slow but promising”.  
“Adopting new technology,” he says, “can at 

times be a risk and extensive testing and trials are 
therefore needed.” He says all stakeholders must be 
aligned on the single, common message that safety 
and miners’ lives are paramount.

“In South Africa, we must balance employment 
with the ethics of safety. Our automation drive is 
therefore purely aimed at safety, and not at replac-
ing jobs. This is what drives the uptake of this 
technology – a balance of ethics, sustainability and 
macroeconomics. 

ROOF SUPPORT AND ROCK DRILLING

www.technicrete.co.za
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CRITICAL METALS

T
he International Energy Agency, in its World 
Energy Outlook 2020 report, said that reach-
ing net zero emissions globally by 2050 would 
demand a set of dramatic actions over the next 

10 years.
Achieving a 40% reduction in emissions by 2030 

would require low-emission sources to provide 
nearly 75% of global electricity generation in 2030 
(up from less than 40% in 2019) and for more than 
50% of passenger cars sold worldwide in 2030 to be 
electric (from 2,5% in 2019).

“Electrification, massive efficiency gains and 
behavioural changes all play roles, as does acceler-
ated innovation across a wide range of technologies 
from hydrogen electrolysers to small modular nuclear 
reactors,” the report said.

Outlining various energy scenarios, the IEA said 
renewables grew rapidly in all of them, “with solar 
at the centre of this new constellation of electricity 
generation technologies”.

“Supportive policies and maturing technologies 
are enabling very cheap access to capital in leading 
markets,” it said.

Finding the metals for a 
decarbonised future

At least 120 countries and an increasing number of companies 
globally have committed to achieving net zero emissions by 2050, 
throwing the focus on the substantial changes needed to achieve 
such an ambitious target.

“With sharp cost reductions over the past decade, 
solar PV is consistently cheaper than new coal or 
gas-fired power plants in most countries, and solar 
projects now offer some of the lowest cost electricity 
ever seen.

“The pace of change in the electricity sector puts 
an additional premium on robust grids and other 
sources of flexibility, as well as reliable supplies of 
the critical minerals and metals that are vital to its 
secure transformation.

“Storage plays an increasingly vital role in 

The criticality of metals to the 
pace and scale of the energy 
transition is without question.

Dave Lawie, chief geoscientist and chief technologist, Mining Solutions 
at IMDEX.
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ensuring the flexible operation of power systems, 
with India becoming the largest market for utility-
scale battery storage.”

Throw into this mix a Joe Biden presidency in 
the United States — with his support for increased 
production of electric vehicles, solar panels and 
energy storage as part of a clean energy transfor-
mation, and control of the Senate and the House 
of Representatives to pursue his agenda — and the 
speed of change will likely accelerate.

Supply of critical metals
As forecast by the IEA, reliable supplies of critical 
minerals and metals will be essential, not only for the 
predicted increase in demand for commercial and 
residential battery storage worldwide, but electric 
vehicles and the lithium-ion batteries that will power 
them.

Concern over the supply of key energy transition 
metals is not new. Tesla said in 2019 that a global 
shortage of battery minerals could be on the horizon 
because of under investment in the mining sector. 
Tesla in 2020 secured its own lithium mining rights 
in Nevada.

Consultants Wood Mackenzie has warned that 
US$1-trillion of investment would be needed in key 
energy transition metals – aluminium, cobalt, copper, 
nickel and lithium – over the next 15 years to meet 
the growing demands of decarbonisation.

“One can argue about both the pace and scale of 
the energy transition but the criticality of metals to 
its realisation is without question,” Wood Mackenzie 
said.

“Put simply, the energy transition starts and ends 
with metals. If you want to generate, transmit or store 
low/no-carbon energy you need aluminium, cobalt, 
copper, nickel and lithium.”

Dave Lawie, chief geoscientist and chief technol-
ogist, Mining Solutions, for leading 
global mining-tech company IMDEX, 
sees the world hitting a resources 
supply brick wall, particularly for 
copper.

Analysts Goldman Sachs says 
copper – which hit an eight-year 
high of US$US8 103 a tonne on the 
London Metal Exchange in early 
January 2021 – has entered a bull 
market, predicting a 12-month price 
forecast of US$US9 500 a tonne.

Dr Lawie says: “If we really want 
to go carbon neutral, we are going 
to run into this resources supply 
brick wall. We can see it now but not 
much is being done.”

He says the supply crunch could 
arrive in five to 10 years, because 
the adoption of new technology will 
happen faster than predicted, which 

will exacerbate the problem.
Dr John Steen, director of the Bradshaw Research 

Initiative in Minerals and Mining at The University of 
British Columbia, agrees. “Copper is the canary in 
the coalmine because it is the carrier of electricity,” 
Dr Steen says. 

“As we move to an electric economy – and that’s 
a critical part of getting to net zero – we are going 
to have to produce all this copper. In five years, we 
will look back and think copper was cheap,” he says, 
adding that nickel, cobalt and other critical minerals 
will all be needed.

Improving production
Dr Lawie says: “Billions of dollars have been allo-
cated globally to improve battery technology and 
production, electric vehicle production and storage 
and charging infrastructure, but where are the key 
metals and minerals coming from? There are limited 
supplies to meet increasing demand.

“IMDEX can’t solve the world’s problems for this 
but it has a part to play. “Our drilling technology will 
allow much more drilling to be done more quickly; 
with more done on the same budget. It all starts with 

IMDEX is developing drilling 
optimisation technologies that will 
provide significant productivity, 
safety and environmental 
benefits.



www.crown.co.za
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Key takeaways 
	Reaching net zero emissions globally by 2050 would demand a set of 

dramatic actions over the next 10 years
	Reliable supplies of critical minerals and metals will be essential, not only 

for the predicted increase in demand for commercial and residential bat-
tery storage worldwide, but electric vehicles and the lithium-ion batteries 
that will power them

	US$1-trillion of investment would be needed in key energy transition met-
als – aluminium, cobalt, copper, nickel and lithium – over the next 15 years 
to meet the growing demands of decarbonisation

	Copper – which hit an eight-year high of US$US8 103 a tonne on the 
London Metal Exchange in early January 2021 – has entered a bull market, 
predicting a 12-month price forecast of US$US9 500 a tonne

exploration and drilling. You can’t have a mine with-
out exploration and drilling.”

A senior executive of a global mining company 
sees it similarly. “We need to get to the point where 
society views mining as necessary for the wellbeing 
of its own existence,” he said. 

Optimising drilling 
IMDEX is developing drilling optimisation technolo-
gies – IMDEX COREVIBETM, IMDEX XTRACTATM, 
and IMDEX MAGHAMMERTM – that will provide 
significant productivity, safety and environmental 
benefits.

Dr Lawie says that, as an example, a tier-one min-
ing client was planning a five-year drill programme 
involving 25 drill rigs to explore for critical metals.

“If our technology was all available it would prob-
ably shorten that to two years, delivering enormous 
financial benefits and enabling them to make deci-
sions sooner on either extending their drill programs 
in specific areas or moving on,” Dr Lawie.

Development of the IMDEX tools should be well 
advanced by the end of 2021. IMDEX has signed a 
joint development agreement with a tier-one mining 
company to fast-track development of the IMDEX 
MAGHAMMER for commercial use.

It uses a new hybrid drilling technique, which 
combines rotary diamond drilling with fluid driven 
percussive drilling to achieve higher penetration 
rates compared to conventional coring. 

MAGHAMMER will become more important as 
exploration drilling programs head under cover and 
at depth. Dr Lawie says that as well as optimising 
exploration programmes, IMDEX technologies and 
tools would improve overall rock knowledge, pro-
viding reliable data sooner from multiple sources to 
enable companies to make more informed decisions.

“This reduces the risk of establishing mines. 
Because of the amount of drilling and the data it will 
produce, there will be a high degree of confidence 
in mine design,” he says.

“At the moment, a lot of mines never reach name-
plate capacity because the geological model was 
not well understood.”

Dr i l l ing as ide,  Dr  Lawie said IMDEX’s 

award-winning IMDEX BlastDOG 
technology would play a vital 
part in mine planning and 
production.

IMDEX BlastDOGTM 
is a semi-autono-
mously deployed 
system for log-
g i n g  m a t e r i a l 
properties and 
blast hole char-
acteristics at high 
spatial density across 
the bench and mine and is commodity agnostic.

“It will allow precision mining so that deposits 
that are sub-economic may well become economic 
to process,” Dr Lawie says.

“It also means the processing intensity can 
increase so there is less waste, less tailings, less 
water used, and greater overall efficiencies.”

As the IEA report said, there is no single story-
line to the future, but if the carbon neutral by 2050 
pledges are to be met, a lot a needs to happen – and 
quickly.

It won’t all be about key minerals and metals, but 
they will play an important part, and the processes 
for finding and mining them may have to improve 
just as quickly to meet rising global expectations of 
a decarbonised world. 

Beryllium is one of the minerals 
targeted by Critical Metals.

www.alliedcranehire.co.za
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A
t Investing in African Mining Indaba 2020, 
the mining industry identified the need for 
companies to move away from seeing ESG 
as a reporting and data-gathering exercise 

and towards extracting value from it. The drive to 
incorporate ESG awareness and implementation 
into corporate strategy, organisational culture, risk 
management, stakeholder engagement and portfo-
lio planning has been well received and understood 
by the industry, as it should be. The term “ESG” was 
devised in 2005 and publications outlining the pre-
liminary principles became more frequent from 2015.

But ESG is no longer a nice-to-have or merely a 
value-driver or investment metric. It is a prerequisite 
to diminishing the social trust deficit; to guaranteeing 
the responsible sourcing of metals and minerals; to 
driving policy reform; and, ultimately, to decarbonis-
ing the economy.

At MI Virtual 2021, Anglo American CEO, Mark 
Cutifani, made a particular reference to addressing 
the social trust deficit. “Articulating or talking about 
mining in its context for society, and then showing 
people on the ground the difference we can make 
and at the same time being respectful of their needs, 
their wants, their desires for their community and 
what’s important to them – that’s the future for us… 
It’s about how we connect with our stakeholders in 
every sense of the word…”

How mining companies achieve these priority 
impacts will be informed by how well they navigate, 
understand, report against and identify opportunities 
within the many legal frameworks which inform the 
fundamental principles and obligations underpinning 
ESG performance.

Legal and institutional obligations
The mining cycle, and service providers and stake-
holders within the mining industry, will all be affected 
by and subject to varying legal and institutional obli-
gations. From an operational perspective, a mine’s 
compliance efforts are circumscribed by a host of 

The legal imperative behind 
ESG compliance

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) performance con-
firmed its entrenched position at Mining Indaba Virtual 2021, where 
virtually all speakers and panellists engaged on the critical trends 
associated with the conceptualisation and implementation of ESG, 
and the actionable impact that it must now strive to achieve. By 
Paula-Ann Novotny, Jonathan Veeran, Gillian Niven and Kate Collier 
of Webber Wentzel.

environmental permitting and social development 
obligations and duties towards the wellbeing of their 
employees while they are at work, both in terms of 
fair labour practices and ensuring that they are able 
to perform work without being exposed to immedi-
ate, or longer-term, harm.  

Those listed on stock exchanges are further 
scrutinised against corporate governance obliga-
tions, standards and listing requirements (such as 
the King IV Code on Good Corporate Governance; 
the Companies Act’s fiduciary duties; and the JSE’s 
Listing Requirements).  Overlaid on that, funding 
institutions are increasingly guided by and pre-
scriptive of international best practice standards, 
codes and reporting requirements (such as the 
IFC’s Performance Standards the World Bank’s 
Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines; or the 
UN’s Principles for Responsible Banking).

Traversing the wide scope of legal application to 
the mining lifecycle from an ESG perspective may 
seem rudimentary, but it is only through a detailed 
and bespoke mapping of ESG compliance obliga-
tions affecting the mine and its complete value chain 
that the company will be able to effectively harness 
the true aim of ESG. 

Understanding the obligations informing the 
operations’ daily obligations, but also where the 
company gets its resources; sources its employ-
ees, equipment, suppliers; who it sells to; and how 
its products are used are all components of effec-
tive ESG mapping, whether it is from a human rights 
perspective, a procurement law perspective or a 
community development perspective.

Take, for example, the internal tailings manage-
ment function. Consultants ERM note the paradox 
that, while the mining industry has made huge strides 
in integrating ESG into key business decisions over 
the last 30 years (albeit primarily driven by statutory 
requirements), it has only recently started to get to 
grips with the risks posed by its waste disposal sites, 
in particular tailings storage facilities (TSFs). 

Undoubtedly, this has been as a direct result of 
the Brumadinho disaster in 2019. Yet the learnings 
from the disaster stressed not only the engineering 
complexities and failings of TSF management, but 
also the impacts of the disaster on the environment 
and safety of people as well as the impacts on the 
economy and infrastructure well into the future – all 
aspects which the subsequent Brumadinho settle-
ment discussions had to address.

In a progressive shift change, there is now a 
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Key takeaways 
	At Investing in African Mining Indaba 2020, the mining industry identified 

the need for companies to move away from seeing ESG as a reporting and 
data-gathering exercise and towards extracting value from it

	The drive to incorporate ESG awareness and implementation into cor-
porate strategy, organisational culture, risk management, stakeholder 
engagement and portfolio planning has been well received and under-
stood by the industry

Paula-Ann Novotny, associate at Webber 
Wentzel.

Jonathan Veeran, partner at Webber Wentzel. Gillian Niven, partner at Webber Wentzel. Kate Collier, partner at Webber Wentzel.

realisation (while not new) that managing tailings 
is not just an engineering challenge; it poses a risk 
with significant societal consequences that puts 
future investment in jeopardy and ignoring this is 
just no longer feasible for the industry. The launch of 
a Global Industry Standard on Tailings Management, 
championed by the International Council on Mining 
and Metals, the United Nations Environment 
Programme, and the Principles for Responsible 
Investment, in August 2020 will see a new form of 
“regulation” of these facilities, which demands con-
formance by TSFs within three to five years. How do 
existing and future regulatory obligations align with 
this imperative? The 2018 declaration of the work 
done by team leaders and mud guards at TSFs as 
an essential service under the Labour Relations Act 
introduces further labour and safety issues for con-
sideration under the ESG narrative of the company.

Or, consider the project financing of a renewable 
energy facility, not only to ensure stable power sup-
ply to operations but also as an opportunity to offset 
the company’s carbon tax liability. It is not always 
clear whether the principles underlying sustainable 
financing are necessarily aligned with the statutory 
requirements and obligations imposed on the mining 
industry. Sustainable financing solutions and investor 
ratings are also inextricably linked to assessments of 
supply chain to product, which metrics companies 
can harness in setting organisational goals.

Legal reform
What’s more, it is common knowledge that legal 
reform is not something that occurs rapidly, and it 
is almost always reactive. In contrast, sustainable 
financing and principles underlying ESG are pro-
gressive and continuously evolving. The challenge 
with this misalignment is that the regulatory frame-
work does not necessarily facilitate the projects and 
opportunities being identified by the mining industry 
and which attract asset managers. 

“Doing the right thing” can also be expensive, 
which creates tension with financiers and rel-
evant stakeholders. Understanding the regulatory 
frameworks governing new technologies, such as 
the hydrogen economy, is becoming increasingly 

important. So is understanding the juxtaposition 
between drivers of shareholder value and invest-
ment returns against regulatory hurdles to project 
commencement.

These functions are further compounded by 
the mine lifecycle itself, which requires a balanc-
ing of concurrent mining and rehabilitation and the 
eventual closure objectives and identification of a 
sustainable end state for the land. While mining com-
panies are fully versed in the financial provisioning 
and closure requirements imposed under mineral 
regulation, compliance mapping would assist in 
determining whether some of the above sustainable 
financing opportunities tie in with the statutory obli-
gations of the mine, and whether such sustainable 
financing could in time be recognised by the regula-
tors as contributions towards financial provisioning in 
a mine closure context.

Value beyond compliance is still underpinned by 
the compliance function. The sooner miners equip 
themselves with a map of their ESG legal landscape, 
and the legal and ESG targets they can and intend 
to achieve, the faster they will be in a position to 
constructively engage and support government 
in enabling much-needed policy reform; the more 
pronounced societal impact will be; the more co-
ordinated stakeholder engagement will be; the better 
equipped they will be to retain market share among 
buyers or those with stringent ESG requirements; the 
more sustainable operations will become; and the 
more available opportunities for sustainable solu-
tions will become. All these achievements will have 
the consequence of South Africa realising its ambi-
tion of a Just Transition and a low carbon economy. 
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S
peaking after the recent Investing in African 
Mining Indaba, Hennecke said the event high-
lighted that mines have been very successful 
in containing COVID-19 infections, allowing 

most operations to return to almost normal produc-
tion levels. This is vital to preserving operations and 
jobs, and to make the most of improved metal prices. 

“With the global drive to decarbonisation, there 
is a great future for commodities like the platinum 
group metals, copper, cobalt and lithium,” he says. 
“Demand is growing as the regulation of carbon 
emissions tightens internationally, and 2025 has 
been cited as a likely peak.”

Unfortunately, South Africa is unlikely to gain the 
full benefit of this trend, with only 1% of the world’s 
exploration budget being spent in the country, he 
notes. 

“With insufficient exploration and development 
over recent years, we are behind the curve,” he 
says. “The hope is that we can catch up to some 
extent if our investment environment can be made 
more attractive – to realise the value of our mineral 
assets.”

Towards a low carbon future
The trend towards a low-carbon future – a key 
theme at the Mining Indaba – was also affecting the 

MINING INDABA REVIEW

Mines push on as SA plays catch-up

Ralf Hennecke, GM: Technology 
and Marketing at BME.

The focus on environmental, 
social and governance issues at 
the Mining Indaba included mines’ 
own efforts to lower their carbon 
footprint, a direction in which they 
are also expecting their suppliers 
to move.

The South African mining sector is managing the COVID-19 pandemic remarkably well, but the 
country needs to do more if it wants mining to benefit from the looming demand peak in ‘green 
minerals’. So says Ralf Hennecke, GM: Technology and Marketing at Omnia Group company BME.

prospects for coal, with major miners announcing 
significant withdrawals from this segment. He said 
this was having the effect of fragmenting the local 
coal sector, although there were still many years of 
coal production demanded by the country’s coal-
fired generation base. 

“The utility will rely on a combination of large and 
small players, but this sector is undeniably under 
considerable pressure as many parts of the world 
move away from fossil fuel power generation,” he 
says. “Local players will need to maintain high levels 
of efficiency if they are to continue exporting their 
higher-grade coal competitively.”

The focus on environmental, social and gov-
ernance (ESG) issues at the Mining Indaba also 
included mines’ own efforts to lower their carbon 
footprint, a direction in which they are also expecting 
their suppliers to move. While the field of blasting is 
not a large contributor to emissions, Hennecke notes 
that BME’s bulk emulsion explosives are already rela-
tively low-carbon products. The company’s research 
and development is also making steady progress in 
the quest for carbon-free blasting.

Health and safety
Health and safety remained an important topic at this 
year’s event, heightened by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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BME’s research and development 
is making steady progress in the 
quest for carbon-free blasting.

A growing sentiment expressed in some panel dis-
cussions was that safety needed to extend beyond 
an on-the-job attitude, to a constant concern for 
safety – at home, on site and within the community. 
Safety even extended to broader issues such as 
gender-based violence, with the larger mining com-
panies starting to include these social concerns in 
defining what it means to operate sustainably in the 
longer term.

A related focus was on the question of ‘human-
ity’ in company values, and the significance of this 
concept in a world beset by the COVID-19 pandemic 
– and in a post-COVID phase. The value of this com-
mitment to humanity was particularly relevant due to 
the central role that mines played within the commu-
nities in which they operated. Experts emphasised 
the importance of respect and cooperation between 
mining companies and communities, to enable the 
longer-term sustainability of communities – even 
after the mine itself reaches the end of its life. 

The event continued to provide a forum for a 
number of African governments to promote their 
minerals portfolios to potential investors. Many gov-
ernments remained keen to attract foreign capital, 
working to provide conducive regulations that will 
still ensure ethical global standards and practices. 
Sierra Leone, Botswana and South Africa were 

among those trying to improve investor confidence. 
Efforts to raise interest included country-wide geo-
logical mapping and the streamlining of approval 
processes for exploration. 

www.airliquide.co.za
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Transforming the way that drilling is tradi-
tionally carried out in the mining industry, 
Rosond is combining automation, software 
and data analytics and machine learning to 
create a next-generation drill rig as it tran-
sitions into a drilling technology provider. 
“We really believe that this is going to be 
a future game changer,” comments MD 
Ricardo Ribeiro. 

The drilling contractor dispatched the 
final batch of 28 state-of-the-art drill rigs 
to Anglo American’s Kumba Iron Ore in the 
Northern Cape in December last year to 

Regular desilting vital for mine ponds
Ensuring sufficient water storage capacity in 
mines’ process ponds is crucial for the opti-
mal functioning of mineral treatment plants, 
and this means regular desilting must be 
conducted. Integrated Pump Rental plays 
a valuable role in desilting process ponds 
with its locally manufactured SlurrySucker 
system. 

This is according to Lee Vine, MD of 

Integrated Pump Rental, whose company is 
frequently called upon to urgently attend to 
process ponds that have silted up. 

“While too much silt in these ponds can 
disrupt plant operations, this situation also 
raises the risk of over-topping which can 
lead to costly environmental damage,” says 
Vine. “Our locally developed SlurrySucker 
system can readily address the problem, 

but it should not be left too 
long. Ideally, mines would have 
a pond monitoring strategy and 
a regular schedule for desilting 
operations.”

He highl ights that  fu l ly 
functional process ponds are 
increasingly important elements 
of a mine’s water balance, as 
mines actively pursue water 
conservation efforts to make 
themselves more self-sufficient. 
Strategies include more reuse of 

mine water, so ever-closer management of 
water flows is necessary.

It is usually possible to observe the bank 
of silt building up once it fills about 40% of a 
pond’s volume, he says. This indicates that 
prompt action is required. 

“With our proven technology, the desilt-
ing is relatively straightforward and not 
labour-intensive. It can be conducted effec-
tively by just a couple of operators with the 
required training,” he says. He notes that 
recovering the value of the minerals in the 
silt can often cover the cost of desilting, with 
many mines being designed to recycle the 
sediment back into their process plants.

Choosing whether to contract-out the 
desilting function or conduct it in-house will 
depend on each mine’s conditions and pref-
erences, says Vine. Integrated Pump Rental 
can provide the desilting service on a turn-
key contract basis or rent the necessary 
equipment to the mine. For some mines, 
it might make sense to invest in their own 
SlurrySucker unit. 

be rolled out at the Kolomela and Sishen 
mines. It forms part of a R2-billion, five-year 
tender clinched by Rosond to supply Anglo 
American with the latest drilling technology 
as it modernises its geoscience operations.

Despite the fact that the COVID-19 
lockdown restrictions hampered assem-
bly to a certain extent, Rosond was able to 
compress a year’s work into six months. It 
collaborated with a leading Italian manu-
facturer to develop the advanced drill rigs, 
which will be deployed for core, percussion 
and reverse circulation drilling.

“I am happy to report that 
the last two drill rigs were 
dispatched in December 
2020. We are excited to see 
the entire fleet operational 
early this year,” adds Ribeiro. 
“These are some of the most 
highly-advanced exploration 
drill rigs in the world.”

The drill rigs feature 
increased safety due to 
the fact that they automate 
most of the arduous and 
dangerous manual labour 
involved. Handling the drill 
rods alone requires sub-
stantial physical strength 
and dexterity, in addition 
to being able to load and 

Drilling contractor Rosond transitions into technology provider

Rosond has supplied 28 state-of-the-art drill rigs to Kumba Iron Ore.

unload heavy equipment from the drill rigs.
The operators are housed in a climate-

controlled, air-conditioned control room 
for an improved work environment that, in 
turn, assists with fatigue management and 
also boosts productivity and accuracy. The 
control room even has its own restroom 
facilities.

The opportunity also arose for several 
women to be deployed at Kumba, paving 
the way for the future of gender equality 
in the mining industry itself. Recruiting and 
training this team formed part of Rosond’s 
tender with Anglo American, explains 
Ribeiro.

Celebrating its 65th anniversary this year, 
Rosond took the strategic step in 2012 to 
begin developing new technology for 
the drilling and exploration sectors. The 
innovation underpinning the new drill rigs 
centres largely on software, telemetry and 
automation.

“We brought in a lot of technology from 
the construction and oil and gas industries 
to develop specific functionalities such 
as dust suppression and automation, as 
well as software and telemetry systems,” 
reveals Ribeiro. The 28-strong fleet at 
Kumba will be deployed in an 80 km radius 
to optimise exploration drilling by provid-
ing critical geological data about the sites 
under investigation. 

The SlurrySucker has developed an enviable reputation for effective and 
efficient desilting of process water ponds.
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Advanced field services, transformer chemistry 
testing, reliability solutions – these are some of 
the extra services offered by condition moni-
toring specialists, WearCheck, in addition to 
traditional used oil analysis following recent 
expansion.

The company’s advanced field services 
(AFS) division incorporates specialist monitor-
ing techniques such as rope testing, technical 
compliance and non-destructive testing (NDT). 

Adri Ludick, NDT manager for Wear Check, 
outlines the benefits and details of various non-
destructive testing techniques.

“The NDT approach features a variety of 
testing techniques through which the proper-
ties and condition of a component or system 
are evaluated without causing any permanent 
damage to it. NDT is typically used in critical 
component assessments, machine condition 

TAKRAF develops new 
DELKOR BQR flotation cell 
Maximising the sustainable recovery of minerals 
has become a critical success factor, especially 
at a time when the efficient recovery from less 
rich ores, aging or secondary deposits is one of 
the mining industry’s key challenges. TAKRAF 
Group, with its DELKOR brand for liquid/solid 
separation and beneficiation equipment, has 
developed new generation BQR flotation cells 
with the proprietary MAXGen mechanism for 
best-in-class metallurgical performance. 

The MAXGen mechanism is the result of 
extensive research and development from 
bench scale tests, 3D prototyping, pilot scale 
studies and plant scale trials. MAXGen stands 
for superior recoveries with higher mineral 
grade, along with faster flotation kinetics by 
generating favourable bubble size distribu-
tion and energy efficient hydrodynamics. The 
distinctive configuration of rotor and stator 
enables the rotor to operate at a lower tip 
speed. Hence, it reduces operational cost with 
lower power consumption and wear.

The new flotation cell also boasts more 
eloquent features addressing many practi-
cal challenges when improving installation, 
maintenance and operation of flotation cir-
cuits, particularly in existing concentrators. For 
example, the “bypass ready tank design” allows 
the installation and upgrade with cell bypass 
systems at any stage of the project, without 
compromising the original layout and without 
any modification to the tank shell. 

WearCheck adds non-destructive testing to its offering
assessments and inspection of ancillary 
equipment such as main vent fans, compres-
sors, mills, pumps and conveyors.

“WearCheck’s NDT team delivers quality 
assurance and quality control of new as well 
as refurbished components. Our array of 
NDT tests includes eddy-current-, magnetic-
particle-, liquid penetrant-, radiographic-, 
ultrasonic-testing and visual inspection,” he 
says.

The main advantage of NDT methods is 
that they do not permanently alter the test 
object undergoing inspection, making NDT a 

valuable tool that can save both money and 
time in a condition monitoring programme. 

WearCheck senior technician, Jaco Venter, conducting NDT.

www.ifm.com/na
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FLSmidth was chosen as the preferred pro-
vider for four large bolted thickeners for a 
large customer in Mozambique. The instal-
lation, which includes E-Volute feedwell 
technology for superior flow distribution, 
will contribute to achieving optimal water 
balance in the plant in Mozambique.  

The installation, which includes E-Volute 
feedwell technology for superior flow 
distribution, will contribute to achieving 
optimal water balance at the coal plant in 
Mozambique. 

“The thickeners measure 45 m in diame-
ter and will control the density of material to 

Caterpillar has launched its Next Generation range of Cat large 
excavators – the Cat 345 GC, Cat 374 and Cat 395 – with a design 
focus on delivering more gains for the contractor through high pro-
duction, more durability, fuel efficiency and low operating costs.

With a 42 200 kg operating weight, the Next Generation Cat 
345 GC excavator is designed to deliver a balance between per-
formance, reliability and low-cost operation. The excavator can 
increase fuel efficiency (cubic metres/tonnes per unit of fuel) by up 
to 25% and lower operating costs by up to 30% compared to the 

the amount of on-site welding required 
by a bolted thickener can be measured in 
metres.”

The four thickeners include E-Volute 
feedwell technology which improves flow 
distribution, leading to lower flocculant 
consumption, better settling rates and 
improved overflow clarity for the optimal 
performance of the thickener.

Despite the COVID-19 lockdown, good 
progress was made on the fabrication of 
the thickeners in South Africa, accord-
ing to FLSmidth project manager Kevin 
Kockott. This has been managed by lever-
aging FLSmidth’s global resources and the 
design teams’ ability to work remotely.

“Our local South African office collabo-
rated closely with our engineering hub in 
Salt Lake City in the United States, ensuring 
that our engineering work on the project 
was able to continue without interruption,” 
Kockott says. 

FLSmidth has been involved with this 
project for almost a decade and has pro-
vided a significant portion of the coal 
preparation equipment. To date, this has 
included reflux classifier technology, 
pumps, screens and feeders. 

Bolted thickeners from FLSmidth to optimise Mozambique plant

An important aspect of the FLSmidth bolted thickener is that its construction is quicker.

the belt filters, improving the plant’s output,” 
says Howard Areington, FLSmidth’s GM for 
Projects and Account Sales in sub-Saharan 
Africa and the Middle East. “The design 
was based on the test work we conducted 
on the customer’s material, allowing us to 
determine the best thickener solution.”

He emphasises that a bolted thickener is 
quicker and safer to construct on-site, sav-
ing on costs and improving quality control. 
This suited the project’s remote location.

“The extent of welding in the construc-
tion of normal steel thickeners typically 
runs into kilometres,” he says. “By contrast, 

The Next Generation Cat 395 excavator offers 10% more production.

New Cat large excavators deliver more gains
349D2. In addition, the new model incorporates significant engi-
neering advances for safety and operator convenience.

With an operating weight of 71 700 kg, the Next Generation 
Cat 374 excavator offers contractors high production, two times 
more structural durability, and up to 20% less maintenance costs 
than its predecessor, the 374F.

With an operating weight of 94 400 kg, the Next Generation 
Cat 395 excavator offers contractors up to 10% more production, 
two times more structural durability, and up to 20% less mainte-

nance costs than its predecessor, the 390F.
“A key to production is our new dedicated hydrostatic swing 

circuit,” says Brian Abbott, worldwide product manager for 
Caterpillar large excavators. “The circuit enables regenerating 
swing brake energy and independent management of cylinder 
oil flow. What that means for owners and operators is higher 
operating efficiency and smoother, more predictable perfor-
mance when multitasking with the excavator.”  

Three modes of operation are available: Power, Smart, 
and ECO. Power mode is maximum power at all times. ECO 
mode lowers engine speed and cycle times while maintain-
ing breakout force. Smart mode takes the guesswork out by 
automatically matching engine and hydraulic power to digging 
conditions, reducing fuel consumption and optimising perfor-
mance. Engine speed automatically lowers when hydraulic 
demand decreases, further reducing fuel usage. 
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Responsible mining companies the world 
over are moving steadily towards safety 
Level 9, and Booyco Electronics is at the 
forefront of fit-for-purpose proximity detec-
tion and collision avoidance technologies 
that comply.

Driven by leading global mining houses, 
the Earth Moving Equipment Safety Round 
Table (EMESRT) has been engaging with 
key original equipment manufacturers to 
improve the safety of equipment in min-
ing operations. According to Bennie Smith, 
general manager engineering at Booyco 
Electronics, the company has developed 
technology that meets Levels 7, 8 and 9 of 
EMESRT’s safety best practice guidelines.

While Level 7 alerts a mobile machine 
operator and a pedestrian when they are 
close, Level 8 goes beyond this to an advi-
sory function, showing the direction in which 
the vehicle or pedestrians are moving and 
advising the operator to slow down or stop.

With the cumulative technical experience 
from 5 000 custom-designed chutes 
installed around the world, Weba Chute 
Systems delivers long-term value and quick 
payback times. Most of the company’s 
chutes can deliver a full return on invest-
ment within 18 months.

According to Mark Baller, managing 
director of Weba Chute Systems, most 
of his company’s chutes can deliver a full 
return on investment within 18 months. 
However, the real value for the customer is 
in reduced operating costs and no disrup-
tion to operations. 

“In our experience, many mines pay 
a high price when they opt for the lowest 
capital outlay and settle for a standard, off-
the-shelf chute,” says Baller. “Any initial cost 
they save quickly disappears when there 
is a blockage or spillage that demands a 
stoppage.”

There are also often higher mainte-
nance costs to consider, and the potential 
health hazards related to excessive noise 
and dust at the transfer point. By contrast, a 
customised product addresses the specific 
requirement of each customer’s applica-
tion and will ensure smooth functioning for 
longer.

“The material that is transferred through 
a plant is never constant, as the ore body 

Value analysis proves worth of Weba chutes

Parallel conveyors feeding Weba Cascade head chutes.

is often not homogenous,” he says. “This 
means that throughout the lifespan of a 
mine, the properties change as different 
sectors of an open pit or underground 
operations are used.”

The complexity of each design is also 
that the material being handled will not 
always be consistent with the test results 
used for the base design of the transfer 
point. According to Baller, this is where 
years of practical experience play a key 
role. 

“Our specialists can engineer a design 

that will accommodate a range of material 
properties and operating conditions,” says 
Baller. “Most of the expertise invested in 
chute design is based on practical, applied 
and site-specific knowledge.”

He notes that many mines are now 
acknowledging that the initial purchase 
price is not the best guideline of value, and 
that the focus should really be on the total 
cost of ownership. He also says that Weba 
Chute Systems is frequently requested to 
replace chute systems that have not met 
customers’ expectations, either in terms 
of their performance or their wear life and 
longevity. 

Booyco ready for global leap in mining vehicle safety

Responsible companies are moving steadily towards safety 
Level 9 in PDS technology, and embracing local OEM Booyco 
Electronics’ solutions.

“Level 9 – currently the highest level 
of safety – takes it a step further by intro-
ducing an intervention engineering control 
measure,” says Smith. “This automatically 
instructs the machine – or the vehicle’s 
onboard control system – to slow down, or 
to perform a safe or emergency stop.”

He highlights that all mines globally are 
expected to meet Level 9 safety measures 
by the end of 2025. However, South Africa 
is moving faster, and has led the world by 
adopting the EMESRT guidelines in its lat-
est mine safety regulations. These were 
expected to become law by the end of 
2020, requiring local mines to be compliant. 

“Having been developing and adapt-
ing proximity detection systems (PDS) 
for South African conditions since 2006, 
Booyco Electronics is now a world leader in 
PDS technology certified to Level 9 safety,” 
he says. “We have successfully tested all 
our equipment with the Vehicle Dynamics 

Group at Gerotek, which is globally recog-
nised for third party testing, verification and 
certification.”

Boasting the largest footprint of installed 
PDS systems and technicians in South 
Africa, Booyco Electronics has seen its 
equipment applied in surface and under-
ground mines, and in both hard rock and 
coal applications. 
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MRS tests world-first technology at South Deep Twin Shaft
Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine was recently 
part of the testing of a new mobile res-
cue winder – developed by the non-profit 
Mines Rescue Services (MRS) in collabora-
tion with the Minerals Council South Africa, 
the Department of Mineral Resources and 
Energy (DMRE) and labour – on 21 January 
2021, at South Deep’s Twin Shaft. 

The mobile rescue winder, a world-first 
technology, will allow proto teams to access 
shafts and carry out rescue operations at 
depths of 3 000 m if required. It can carry up 
to six people at a time, as well as equipment 
and medical supplies. Previously, rescue 
winders could reach depths of 1 200 m.

“Eight out of the 10 deepest mines in 
the world are located in South Africa. Once 
the mobile rescue winder has been fully 
licenced by the DMRE, we will be able to 
access employees located at depths of up to 

3 000 m faster than we were able to before 
in the event of an emergency,” says Mannas 
Fourie, CEO of Mines Rescue Services. 

“Our single most important job is to 
ensure that each and every employee 
returns home safely and unharmed at the 
end of every day. We are very proud to have 
been able to assist MRS with the testing and 
licencing of the mobile rescue winder. South 
Deep’s Twin Shaft is unique in that it is the 
deepest single drop shaft in the world, reach-
ing 3 000 m. The new mobile rescue winder 
puts us in reach of any mining operation in 
South Africa in the event of an incident that 
prevents us from bringing our people back 
to surface, and will allow us to do so rapidly. 
It is an insurance policy we hope we never 
have to use, but feel comforted to have,” 
says Martin Preece, executive vice president 
Gold Fields South Africa. 

Aggreko, the world’s leader in mobile, 
modular power has committed to net zero 
emissions by 2050 and is partnering with 
the world’s biggest miners to use greener 
energy like solar, wind and natural gas.

The company has vowed to invest 

Continuous improvement of Multotec 
classification cyclones helps customers 
meet both commercial and environmental 
imperatives in the coal sector, according to 
Ernst Bekker, product specialist cyclones at 
Multotec. 

“Today, there is an intense focus on the 
beneficiation of coal fines, which in the past 
were generally discarded,” says Bekker. 
“There is greater awareness of the envi-
ronmental impact, and it also makes good 
economic sense to recover more.”

He highlights, however, that dewatering 
of fines can be costly. Multotec’s efforts to 
make the process more cost effective have 
included the investigation of alternative 
inlet designs, which achieve more efficient 
separation, especially with fine coal. Also, 
important has been the incorporation of 
alternative wear materials, to extend the 
life span of these cyclones.

“Our focus is on the mechanical life 
of our units and their physical ability to 
last, but we also want to extend their effi-

Multotec’s extensive range of products allows it to supply 
most of the equipment in the dense medium separation 
process and it continuously improve designs and 
capabilities of equipment.

Evolution of cyclones to improve coal fines recovery
ciency life cycle, so that they perform well 
for longer,” he says. Ongoing wear cre-
ates undulations on the inner surface of 
a cyclone, for instance, and this causes 
inefficiencies. 

“Ceramic tiles might last longer, but 
other materials might retain a smoother sur-
face for better separation,” he says. “Using 
these alternative materials, we can design 
custom solutions to suit the application; 
this ensures the customer is always getting 
optimal value throughout our cyclones’ 
entire lifespan.”

He also notes that the company’s over-
all sensor development programme is 
giving attention to monitoring wear lining 
thickness and performance conditions in 
classification cyclones. 

“With sensor technology, we will be able 
to pick up roping conditions in the spigot, 
for example,” he says. “We believe there 
is even scope with these units to leverage 
artificial intelligence to help us achieve opti-
mal operating conditions.” 

Aggreko helping miners with emission targets
AU$450 – $600-million (£250-million 
– £350-million) each year to support its 
energy transition, including big spends in 
what it sees as a major growth area for its 
business: mining.

Aggreko Australia Pacific MD George 

Whyte says environmental responsibility 
and new technology are changing the way 
electricity is generated, distributed, con-
sumed, stored, and monitored.

Whyte says the company has already 
invested heavily in the sector in the past 
three years as miners requested alterna-
tives to fossil diesel.

“Miners have the great challenge of 
reducing their emissions in line with the 
Paris Agreement, as well as their own com-
mitments to net-zero emission targets by 
2030 and 2050,” says Whyte.

Power generation for our customers 
has become more complex, and Aggreko 
has a responsibility to create power that is 
healthier for the world’s wellbeing.

Miners – and increasingly those with 
unreliable or no access to grid power – 
are partnering with Aggreko to provide 
hybrid power solutions on site, which might 
include an energy mix of diesel, gas, solar, 
wind and battery storage.

Power can be switched to another 
source and scaled up or down, depending 
on the renewable power available and the 
operation’s daily requirements.

“I believe that in the future we will see 
more miners partnering with power provid-
ers who are able to provide highly efficient, 
but also low-carbon solutions.” 
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Metso Outotec has started an integrated 
competence development, called Services 
Certification Programme, which is targeted 
for the company’s service employees 
working on site. Metso Outotec has an 
extensive footprint of over 3 000 Field 
Services professionals and additional 
support resources close to customer 
operations. The certification training pro-
gramme has been designed to validate 
and develop its employees’ knowledge 
and skills at servicing their respective 
products and technologies. 

“Our customers are already express-
ing strong confidence towards our 
service experts’ knowledge and technol-
ogy competences. With the development 
programme, the expertise is officially vali-
dated and standardised across the world. 
We have a unique opportunity from being 
able to combine strong maintenance sup-
port with process knowledge. To achieve 
our ambition of being the preferred ser-
vices provider in our industry requires us 
to strive for unified development of indus-
try leading competences based on high 
performance and safety standards, and 
resulting in exceptional customer experi-
ence,” says Markku Teräsvasara, president, 

Metso Outotec launches global training certification programme

The Services Certification Programme is designed and managed by Metso Outotec Training Academy organisation which 
manages all technical and product trainings globally in the company.

Services business area, Metso Outotec. 
The Services Certification Programme 

consists of three distinct and progres-
sive training levels that allow personnel 
to develop their skills and apply them in 
on-the-job situations as well as validating 
existing work experience. All service per-

sonnel must achieve a License to Service 
certificate before starting the certification 
programme to ensure a shared under-
standing of what ‘service’ means within 
Metso Outotec and to clarify the standards 
including safety all are expected to hold 
themselves to in their work. 

De Beers rolls out driver assistance technology 
Pioneering the use of advanced driver assis-
tance systems (ADAS) in the mining sector, 
De Beers Group is successfully rolling out 
this safety innovation across its operations 
in southern African.

The world’s leading diamond producer 
places Putting Safety First Everywhere as 
its number one value and has been fatality-
free for the past two years, according to Dr 
Urishanie Govender, De Beers Group head 
of Safety and Sustainable Development. 

“The application of ADAS aligns with our 
culture of pioneering brilliance as we equip 
our operations for Future Smart Mining,” 
says Dr Govender. “This exciting initiative 
has provided another valuable tool for our 
amazing people on site who are constantly 
looking for ways to improve our safety 
performance.”

She highlights that the intervention con-
tributes to the De Beers Group’s critical 
control management, one of the areas for 
advancement identified at the company’s 
regular safety summits. “Driven by the chief 
executive officers across the group, the spe-
cific focus areas are Competence, Culture, 

Connectedness, and Cultivating Care to 
enable everyone to be Ready to Respond 
to Risks.”  

Head of Asset Strategy and Reliability 
at De Beers Group, Meshal Ruplal says the 
first phase of the ADAS initiative saw the 
technology being installed on buses and 
any vehicles that carry five or more people. 
In a second phase, vehicles with four pas-
sengers were fitted with the equipment. The 
technology comprises a range of functional-
ity, including cameras to monitor harsh and 
distracted driving. 

“The camera software can also check 
on the driver’s eyelid movements and other 
indicators of drowsiness, and can trans-
mit short video clips to a control room for 
improved monitoring,” says Ruplal. “It can 
register infringements like changing lanes 
without indicating, or crossing a solid bar-
rier line.”

The technology – which has been well 
proven in the trucking industry abroad – 
assists the driver by checking if there is a 
safe distance to the vehicle in front, rec-
ognising speed limit signs and detecting 

whether the seat belt is being worn. 
“ADAS makes an important contribution 

to our coaching and training activities, as 
the data we gather is fed back to drivers to 
continuously improve their performance,” 
he says. “Used as a proactive warning sys-
tem the technology has generally received 
good support from drivers and their trade 
unions.”

He notes that De Beers Group’s contrac-
tors – who assume much of the company’s 
staff transportation function – have been 
quick to come on board and align with the 
ever more stringent safety standards. 

De Beers Group places Putting Safety First Everywhere as its 
number one value.
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“T
he message was clear: min-
ing is part of the solution as the 
planet addresses climate change 
through a range of renewable 

technologies,” says Andrew van Zyl, partner 
and principal consultant at SRK Consulting.

The World Bank estimates, for instance, 
that production of minerals like graphite, 
lithium and cobalt could grow by 500% in 
the next three decades to meet demand for 
clean energy technologies. A single 3 MW 
wind turbine requires 4,7 tonnes of copper, 
while solar photo-voltaic cells include glass, 
aluminium, silicon and even silver. The stor-
age of this renewable energy in batteries 

Mining Indaba Insights – Decarbonisation 
will need more, better mining

Mining remains a vital part of a low-carbon future, a fact that was con-
firmed by the topics prioritised at the recent Investing in African Mining 
Indaba’s virtual conference held on 2 – 3 February.

is requiring increasing volumes of minerals 
like lithium, cobalt, nickel and manganese.

Ready to deliver?
Speakers at the Indaba highlighted the 
sector’s readiness not only to deliver, but 
to continue reducing its environmental and 
climate change footprint, says Van Zyl. The 
sector is a significant energy consumer, 
accounting for about 11% of global energy 
use.

“As mines progress their environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) strategies, the 
industry needs to continue moving toward 
climate-smart mining to cut its carbon and 
material footprints,” he says. 

He notes that the frequent lack of 
access to reliable grid power for mining 
sites around Africa has led many compa-
nies to develop and apply innovative hybrid 
energy solutions that include renewable 
generation in place of traditional fossil-fuel 
generation. Current hybrid plants already 
operate at lower cost and with a substan-
tially smaller carbon footprint in off-grid 
settings. An example is B2Gold’s Fekola 
gold mine in Mali, where there is a four-year 
payback and a reduction of 13-million litres 
per annum in fuel – cutting annual carbon 
emissions by 39 000 t.

“These initiatives have allowed many 
mining companies to move their attention 
beyond Scope 1 greenhouse gas emissions 

– those that they emit directly from owned 
or controlled sources – to start addressing 
their Scope 2 emissions, which are indi-
rectly emitted through the generation of 
purchased energy,” he says. 

There was significant scope for such 
progress in South Africa, the continent’s 
energy powerhouse, where mines continue 
to rely on coal-fired power from the central 
utility. A number of large mining companies 
are preparing to implement renewable gen-
eration projects as soon as the necessary 
regulatory provisions are in place, says Van 
Zyl, and this is likely to considerably reduce 
their Scope 2 emissions.

Strategic risks
“The technological innovations which will 
help drive decarbonisation, however, also 
hold strategic risks for mining companies,” 
he says. “The pace of technology advance-
ment in batteries, for example, is much 
faster than the general timeframe for devel-
oping new mines and production capacity.”

Various technologies still jockey for 
dominance, and it is far from clear which 
commodities will be the ‘winners’ in the 
commercialisation contest. It is even 
unlikely that any specific minerals will be 
in permanent high demand, as price spikes 
will quickly ignite searches for cheaper 
alternatives. 

“In this environment, mining compa-
nies will have to manage a volatile price 
landscape, which tends to complicate the 
process of costing a project’s viability and 
raising finance,” he says. “Good technical 
work in mine planning and implementation 
becomes more important than ever, as is 
securing your position on the right part of 
the cost curve.” 

Andrew van Zyl, partner and principal consultant at SRK 
Consulting.

A number of large mining companies are preparing to implement renewable generation projects. 
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